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INTRODUCTION

THE
production of more than thirty

thousand motion picture plays year-

ly, in America alone, shows the tre-

mendous need for good dramatic material.

At a conservative estimate $300,000,000 is

expended in staging and advertising, sell-

ing and exhibiting these photoplays in a

twelvemonth: despite the need for good

casts, directors and executives, the funda-

mental necessity for success is the "seed"

from which the "crop" is raised. The

great profits which accrue from exhibiting

to 8,000,000 American patrons daily can

only continue by the presentation of clever,

human, vital stories. "The play's the

thing," today, as it was in the time of

Shakespeare.
zi



xii INTRODUCTION

During the past eighteen months the mo-

tion picture companies have combed the

field of novels and stage plays for pictur-

ization. They have almost exhausted this

field, and are turning again toward the

scenarios especially written for cinemato-

graphic interpretation. The business

worth of most of the adapted plays and

novels was largely because of their adver-

tised value. Having adapted a number of

these productions from the originals, the

author shares the opinion of other di-

rectors, that depending upon dialogue and

literary style, rather than terse, eloquent

business, the stage play and the novel are

poor substitutes for the artistic scenarios

of expert craftsmen. So much additional

"business" must be injected into the orig-

inal stories for their picture adaptation

that the strength of the original play or

novel is dissipated, and in many instances
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the resulting
" feature" film is recogniza-

ble only by its title and the features of

some famous theatrical star, who works for

two or three weeks in the production of

the photoplay, with a limited knowledge of

motion picture stage-craft, and correspond-

ingly poor results.

All this is common knowledge within the

inner circle of the industry, but few "free

lances" outside realize what it means to

the future of photoplay writing. Pro-

ducers and directors have come to realize

the need for adequate prices, to stimulate

a steady output of valuable scenarios from

skilled literary workers. Prices for expert

work have gone up considerably within the

last few months: likewise has the critical

knowledge of scenario editors been sharp-

ened.

No longer are "ideas" and crude plots

purchased for modicums when there are
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thoroughly professional scripts obtainable.

Directors are busy men and their time is

expensive to the companies: it is much

better business to pay good prices for

scenarios which can be immediately staged

than to impose upon the overworked editor

or the director the added duty of whipping
the photoplay into practical shape. There

are of course many experts already devl-

oped in this special class of writing, but

with the enormous output of the com-

panies, released upon a strict schedule,

there is increasing opportunity for new

writers, with fresh themes and original

conceptions of stage action.

The success of the author's first work

on this subject, "The Art of the Photo-

play," published in 1913, was convincing

evidence that there was a definite demand

for a condensed, yet painstaking analysis

of the elements of the successful scenario,
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with the best methods of preparation and

sale. Conditions in the studios and the

general film market have been altered in

many ways, however, since that time.

The technique of staging, photography

as well as of the scenario itself have been

greatly improved, for this is an art which

has made rapid strides under the stimulus

of tremendous profits, reckless outlay of

money in creative work, and intense rivalry

between the various companies and their

directors and artists.

The present volume is up-to-the-minute

in its presentation of the new conditions,

and the author believes that his own knowl-

edge has been considerably broadened by
his producing and scenario creations since

the preparation of the earlier work. His

aim is to present in the simplest, yet most

complete manner the essentials of the new

vintage photoplay, with the most modern
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application of technical skill, the reward

of excellence from the best script markets

of the present day. Ecce liber!

NEW YORK,

July, 1915.
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I

THE BASIS OF THE PHOTOPLAY

THE
prime essential for an under-

standing of photoplay writing is a

grasp of the differences between the

motion picture production, and the stage

play and novel.

Hundreds of good themes are wasted by
writers who have missed this fundamental

in the preparation of their scripts. They
fail to understand why their work is re-

peatedly rejected and either cry
"
plagia-

rism" or "stupidity." Scenario editors

are too busy to return explanations and

suggestions for rewriting, and are usually

limited in their expenditures to the pur-

chase of working scripts.
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The stage play, a phrase necessary to

differentiate the spoken drama from the

mimic, without use of that banal word
' *

Legitimate,
' '

depends fundamentally

upon action, interpreted by dialogue. Its

settings are limited in number, in these

later days, almost universally to three or

four acts. Exterior scenes are eliminated

as much as possible because of the difficul-

ties in reproducing verdure, streams,

mountain and sea-scapes. Formal interi-

ors are most successful for artistic results,

because of the possibility of holding down

casts, of more intimate dialogue, easier

transportation for "road shows/' and sim-

pler duplication for "stock" company re-

production: all these mercenary advan-

tages naturally influence producing values

and characterize theatrical staging.

The stage play is individualized by the

style of its author in the speeches of his
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characters. They in turn are diversified

by their dialects, mannerisms, verbal ex-

planations, the play of speech against

speech dramatic elements which cannot

be shown on the screen of the motion pic-

ture theatre. The humor of the charac-

ters, as well as the pathos of the parts,

is shown in words, even more than action.

The emotional appeal is made to the ear

rather than to the eye. A dozen words can

indicate action precedent to the movement

of the stage play which must be panto-

mimed in actual scenes for the motion pic-

ture production. In short, the " business "

of the stage play is accompanied by a run-

ning fire of interpretation in words, while

the action of the motion picture story must

be self-explanatory. The ideal photoplay

is that one which contains the least num-

ber of explanations in the form of subtitles

and screen letters.
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The development of the action, of the

stage play can be carried along clearly

with this verbal assistance; breaks be-

tween scenes are not deleterious, provided

certain explanations are made in the words

of the characters. But with the motion

pictures, the prime essential is continuity.

There must be smoothness, logical prog-

ress, synchronism, and each step in the

action must be clear to the veriest block-

head in the audience, for the blockheads

are able to pay the nickels, and it is the

multiplicity of nickels which has built the

business to its present enormous success,

despite the growing interest of the better

class audiences.

The stage play is presented upon a broad

platform, from which the business may be

observed from all parts of the house. The

action is directed at the audience: that

before the camera is invariably directed
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as in real life: the worst crime in photo-

play work is to look into the lens. The

actor on the stage may work up and down

the length of the "
apron" or that part of

the stage between the boxes, under or be-

fore the curtain. His best work is done

down stage, across the expanse. His field

of operations is, then, at the apex of an

imaginary fan, with radii extending from

the rear center of the stage to the broad

part throughout the back of the house.

Motion picture acting is the reverse of

this.

The most important scenes, due to the

exaggeration of the camera's perspective,

must be done in "
close-ups,

" within a

twelve- or fifteen-foot radius from the

camera. The nearer the lens, the more dis-

tinct and enlarged the expression of the

faces of the players: the more powerful
the message of the pantomime. Thus the
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fan is turned the other way opening out

from the audience, or in this case the eye

of the camera. That action which is per-

mitted within a space of thirty feet on the

stage is limited to six or ten feet in the

"close-up" before the camera. This must

be constantly borne in mind, in the arrange-

ment of scenes which are of intense im-

portance to the development of the photo-

play, and so indicated in the scenario.

The motion picture production presents

to the stage manager or director an un-

limited scenic wealth.

He may utilize sea-scapes, country sur-

roundings, mountain sides, rivers and

prairies, coloring the vitality of his story

with the poetry of beautiful environment.

This variety does not of necessity inter-

fere with the directness of the story: in-

stead, it eliminates the explanatory

speeches of the stage play which must de-
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scribe things seen and done out of view of

the audience, by going through every

phase of the action before the camera-eye.

In the photoplay the " flash-back" may be

utilized as a sort of dialogue, showing what

happens in one place, then at another, then

back again at the first place, with a vivid-

ness of dramatic narrative which could

never be accomplished on the stage or on

the printed page of a book.

On the stage, character and emotions

must be evidenced to the greater part of

the audience by dialogue, general move-

ment and "make-up" for long-distance

viewing. In the important scenes of the

photoplay, the camera is frequently from

six to twelve feet from the faces of the

actors: their subtly changing expressions

bespeak volumes of dialogue and descrip-

tion, with the speed of the fleeting, unex-

pressed thoughts which cause the action.
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Thus their interpretation is more true to

life because it is in more natural tempo,

than on the studied lines of theatrical

methods.

With the story of a novel, character is

shown by long dialogues, letters, descrip-

tions of scenes, manners, expressions : the

entire portrayal depending primarily upon
the story-telling individuality or "

style"

of the author. The question of time, unity

of action and possibilities of practical re-

production of scenes are not of great im-

portance, provided the theme is carried out

with interesting narrative.

In the short or long story, important

scenes may take place on crowded avenues,

in the midst of railroad or steamship

throngs, in well-known locations, such as

shops, churches, theatres and hotels, which

are essential to the strength of the story,

and would be absolutely impossible to re-
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produce with truth or reasonable expense

in a photoplay.

Contrasted with the novel, then, the

scenario must tell its story within a limited

time, its characters must be differentiated

by their type, as shown in movement, cos-

tume and motives. Their actions must be

practically self-explanatory because long

captions, or "subtitles" of printed matter

use up valuable film space, to the detriment

of the action in the scenes : and the photo-

play is primarily action, from start to

finish. That photoplay is theoretically

perfect which tells its story, from start

to finish, without explanations of any sort,

with characters identifying themselves by
natural actions which are integrals of the

drama, and with the problem and its solu-

tion worked out in the international, un-

grammared language of pantomime.

The fundamental of the photoplay, in
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short, is a simple story, which progresses

along the lines of dramatic convention, told

in terms of action, outward expressions of

emotions, and concluding with a satisfac-

tory denouement, which justifies the efforts

of the characters, by the reward or punish-

ment which come with the finale.

The moving spirit of drama is STRUGGLE.

Without this there is no dramatic action,

nor justification. The struggle may be

between two men and one woman, two

women and one man, one man, one woman
and some outside influence or passion, such

as poverty, avarice, patriotism, etc., or

even with one single leading character

struggling between two external emotions,

such as love and duty, patriotism and the

desire for wealth, in all these possible

combinations are millions of variations.

But the DRAMATIC TRIAD is as essential, in

one arrangement or the other, as the sim-
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pie octave of music, or the primary colors

of the artist's palette.

In drama, or the serious play, the strug-

gle seems easier of application to the

theme. But comedy (as distinguished from

raw "slap-stick") is based upon the same

foundation, the struggle being against

some ridiculous or embarrassing condi-

tion, or caused by some foible or weakness,

such as vanity, stupidity, greed, which may
interfere with the object of one or more of

the characters, which are eventually at-

tained or lost, as the theme may show, in

the denouement.

When Joe loves Nell, but is forbidden

to marry her by his purse-proud father,

he struggles to win her anyway; his

troubles in accomplishing that end lend

heart interest to the story if his efforts are

honest and unselfish
;
the uncertainty of his

success keeps the audience interested, if
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the story is handled with skill in main-

taining suspense. If Nell's character is

worthy of his sacrifices, and she helps as

well, despite temptations or discourage-

ment, the heart interest is doubled, and the

denouement is dramatically justified, by
the young man's success : the audience has

enjoyed, and even shared the thrills and

anxieties of the two lovers, and rejoices

with them in the triumph, while the ele-

ment of surprise (the avoidance of worn-

out, familiar themes and methods) has kept

their interest unflagging to the end of the

story.

Justification cannot be insured, and upon
it is dependent the satisfaction of the audi-

ence, unless the original theme is worth

the struggle, whether the narrative be

comedy or tragedy.

Sympathy cannot be instilled in the

minds of the observers, unless definitely
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admirable qualities and deeds are shown

by the principal characters, to prove that

they deserve it.

Suspense cannot be maintained unless

the audience is deftly kept in eager desire

to know how it ends, and not quite sure of

what is going to happen next, or how that

happening is to be met and treated by the

characters. Yet, the audience must be per-

mitted to see a trifle more of the various

movements of the characters than do they

themselves; to judge, with an inward ap-

preciation of their own cleverness, some-

what of the finale
;
to understand motives

and actions which cause misunderstand-

ings among the characters themselves.

This is the supreme trick of pleasing an

audience, the artistic unfolding of the

story in such a way as to let them peep
a little way ahead, to see a little way back,

and yet hang on tenterhooks to know just
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and "when" and "who',' will win

the victory.

And to apply this art in such a way as

to please the educated, the commonplace
and the ignorant for the motion picture

screen has the most variegated audience in

the world characters, themes, situations

and actions must be used as the colors of

the picture, which will be human, natural

and logical enough to be understood by
all. This breadth of appeal, this limitation

of story to "humanness," this necessity

for skillfully concealed art of construc-

tion and character portrayal, all give to

the writing of photoplays a charm which

is possessed by few of the artistic crafts.



n

TECHNICAL PREPARATION

THE
motion picture industry has de-

veloped with curious rapidity within

the last few years. Things which

were necessary three years ago, when the

author wrote his first volume on this sub-

ject, have now become obsolete : vice versa,

new demands are made upon the writer of

the photoplay script.

The modern form of scenario, as desired

by the editors and directors of the produc-

ing companies, is simple in general form;

yet to the uninitiated, full of difficulties.

The technical skill of a number of free-

lance writers, who keep Uncle Sam's mail

clerks busy with their offerings, has made
15
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these purchasing agents expect profes-

sional excellence in manuscript prepara-

tion. Indeed, they show a partiality to the

scripts which possess less originality and

dramatic value, when properly prepared,

rather than "wading through" the ama-

teurish offerings of less skilled writers,

whose work may have more intrinsic worth.

The scenario manuscript should have

four well-planned parts. These are the

Synopsis ;
the Cast and Set List

;
the Work-

ing Scenario; the Director's Sheet.

The Synopsis is the initial basis upon
which the interest of the scenario editor is

founded. It is the sine qua non! He is too

busy to read through the various scenes

of the best photoplay script of a free-lance

(and presumably unknown) writer, unless

he is presented with a summary of the dra-

matic incidents, theme and characters.

Consequently, the preparation of this
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resume of the photoplay is of the utmost

importance. The author has found the

best system to be that of writing the

synopsis out first, in the building of a

photoplay scenario. In this should be

every important phase of the story, every

dramatic "kick," every essential scene.

For this first writing a detailed account of

the happenings may well be made, embody-

ing at least 1,000 words or more.

Following this first sketch, the lay-out

of the scenes in chronological order is the

next advantageous step.

This is the Working Scenario: the ac-

tual foundation of the director's (or stag-

ing manager's) work. It should recount

the action, the entrances and exits, the

"business" of the various scenes, prepared
with scrupulous detail, as may be seen in

the scenario examples shown later in this

book. No matter how skillful or imagina-
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tive a director, it is helpful for him to have

every possible suggestion from the pro-

genitor of the dramatic idea.

The production of the scenario, in the

studio and in open-air scenes, is difficult at

best. Not only must the "business" of

the leading characters be ordained by the

director, to the slightest turn of a hand,

or expression of an eyebrow, but the addi-

tional characters, the extras or "supers,"

must be given concrete tasks to perform to

carry out the illusion of real life. The

director must order every bit of "prop-

erty," furniture, scenery, and special

lighting effects. He must make arrange-

ments for the location of the outdoor

scenes, must plan the trips and transporta-

tion to urban and suburban settings, must

even order the necessary supplies of film

stock. He must adjust the lengths of the

various scenes so that compositely they
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will be joined with dramatic smoothness

and sequence to fit the arbitrary lengths of

the reels : one thousand feet, two, three or

five, as may be decided upon in advance.

Accordingly, that scenario script which

shows the greatest practicality combined

with the most detailed care in explaining

exactly what is essential to show the

thoughts and purposes of the characters is

the one which will be worth the most. Its

value will perhaps not be productive of

a greater return to the writer on the first

acceptance. But, the editor and the di-

rector will appreciate its difference from

the more carelessly written ones. The

name of its writer will be remembered, and

through the first opening wedge its author

may make his work more and more in de-

mand with that company, until finally

every one of his scripts, when submitted,

will receive the unusual notice and favor-
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able interest which his exceptional care

deserve. This detailed work should, how-

ever, not be carried to too great an ex-

treme: the exact happy medium must be

determined by the good sense of the writer.

If he becomes too verbose he will overshoot

his mark, and make his manuscript tedious.

After the working scenario has been com-

pleted the Cast List should be prepared,

showing on the left-hand side of the page
the names of the people of the play, with a

three- or four-word description of their

type and nature on the same line on the

right-hand side of the column. The exact

number of characters should be specified,

such as " three policemen," "five dancing

girls," "four college boys," etc. It is

essential that the editor can observe, on

first reading, the exact number of actors

and actresses necessary for cinemato-

graphic production.
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The Set List should follow, generally

upon the same page of manuscript. This

should name briefly, under two heads:
"
Exteriors," and "Interiors," the scenes

of the action, each one of them followed on

the same line by the numbers of photoplay

scenes which are to be acted in each loca-

tion. Thus :

"Interior of Dabney's library. .9 14

1820.
"Interior of Marian's boudoir. .3 11

2231."
The proper arrangement of these two

lists may be better understood by study-

ing the sample scenarios presented later

in this volume.

As the reader may doubtless know, all

the scenes taken in one particular studio

set or exterior location are completed in

one group. If there are lapses of time, the

costumes, make-ups and characters are
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changed : even the furniture may be banged
and scratched to show the effect of change.

These different scenes are assembled in

the laboratory, after the development and

printing of the scenes, in their correct

chronological and dramatic order. Their

identity is assured by the holding up of a

number just before and after the photo-

graphing of the actual acting scene: this

number is seen on the film, and enables

the director or his assistant to arrange

the sequence of scenes with speed and fa-

cility. It is thus evident how important is

the care with which scenes should be ar-

ranged and numbered in the working

scenario and the set list. For it is an axiom

that the simpler the advance work of the

director or scenario editor, in preparing

for the staging, the easier the task of pro-

duction, and the greater the subconscious

gratitude of those two overworked gen-
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tlemen to the author: hence, the growing
value of that author's work.

The Director's Sheet is a simple list,

showing scene after scene in chronological

order, with a short summary of the im-

portant action, accompanied by the num-

ber of the scene, expressed and arranged
in one typewritten line, all on a single

page. The value of this list is that the di-

rector may check off the scenes as taken,

note the number of feet of each and have

a handy record of the progress of his work.

This is not an essential to the sale of a

scenario, but is merely a little detail of

thoughtfulness which is a good investment

of effort for the writer.

The order of the preparatory steps has

been enumerated above in the best work-

ing scheme. The writer of this volume be-

lieves that the most virile results are at-

tained when a concrete idea is in the mind
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of the photoplaywright. This idea can best

be expressed in its title : for that reason,

in his own scenario writing he invariably

starts upon the title as the first step.

With this title in mind, even though at

a later date a much better name may
occur, he prepares his synopsis, going into

greater length than intended for the com-

pleted manuscript, which is to be sent out

to the companies for sale. From this

synopsis, the preparation of scene after

scene comes logically. With it before him,

the photoplaywright is enabled to keep his

scenes more unified, while at the same time

the action will invariably surprise him by

"running away" from him: new situations

will develop of their own accord. His

characters will do things which surprise

him, and the result will be that when the

working script is completed, a new synop-

sis must be written.
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In this rewriting, it will be surprising to

note how much condensation can be made,

how many words and phrases may be

elided, without losing the value of the

story. So, with the cast of characters : new

people have crept into the playlet, who had

not been in mind at all, at its inception.

So, this list is best prepared after the com-

pletion of the dramatic structure. The

same is, of course, necessary with the set

list and director's sheet.

It is a good practice, indeed, to go en-

tirely over the working scenario, to cut

out as many scenes as are not vitally essen-

tial to the progress of the drama or com-

edy. Here again, it will be astonishing to

discover how frequently two or three

scenes in different settings can be com-

bined, to explain the advance of the inci-

dents, thus saving expense in time and

stage setting.
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The photoplay-Wright cannot - bear in

mind too constantly the necessity for

economy in every possible phase of his

story. The production of film, even for

modest single reel comedies and dramas,

averages one dollar the foot, or one thou-

sand dollars for a sixteen-minute unit of

screen entertainment.

The fundamental of the photoplay script

is the good idea to present, common sense

and directness in that presentation, and a

simplicity of explanation which leaves no

doubts in the minds of the powers that

buy!



m
WHAT IS DRAMATIC PRINCIPLE?

DKAMATIC
principle is that ap-

parently mysterious quality of a

play, whether for the stage or the

screen, which vitalizes it with an interest

for the spectator or auditor holding him

enthralled, uncertain of the results, sym-

pathizing with the emotions and efforts of

the characters, hoping and mentally fight-

ing with them for the successful denoue-

ment, and ultimately satisfied with, or

reconciled because of, certain natural laws

of justice, to the completion of the action

of the play.

The life-germ of dramatic principle is

STRUGGLE.

27
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The life-nourishment of dramatic prin-

ciple is HEART INTEREST.

The life-stimulant of dramatic principle

is SUSPENSE.

The life-joy of dramatic principle is

ULTIMATE JUSTIFICATION.

Dramatic principle is not mysterious!

What can be learned can be taught!

Many successful dramatists have derided

the idea of a practical application of sys-

tematized technique to the writing of

plays. They declare that their own suc-

cesses were due to genius, and inspiration,

unhampered by set rules and stupid con-

ventions. Many of them are sincere,

others are undoubtedly defending with

jealous solicitude the sanctity of their own

halos halos for the most part painted

with the silver gilt of the busy press-agent !

Successful playwrights are much as other
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men, some even more so! And when

their best work is analyzed whether it be

the plays of Shakespeare, or of the modern

men of our own generation it can be seen

that there are certain definite laws upon
which the permanence of their excellence

is based.

Without structural foundation the best

idea is lost in a play, the most interesting

characters fail of their purpose.

As indicated before, a dramatic compo-
sition is not a character portrayal, nor yet

a narrative of what happened. It is the

happening itself, with an interpretative ac-

companiment of words to explain the re-

lationship of the characters to each other

and to that happening, to interpret with

additional emphasis the emotions which

cause or result from that happening.

The verbal accompaniment is limited to

not more than one hundred and fifty words
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to each thousand feet of film, ,for the

printed titles, quotations, letters, an-

nouncements and explanatory captions are

all photographed with a motion picture

camera from printed cards, and are run as

part of the play film itself, on the same

strip of film. One foot of film for each

word is the average space given to this

necessary printed matter, and inasmuch as

every foot so utilized deprives the full reel

of just so much action photography, and

dramatic movement, so the length of these

interpolations is sedulously restricted.

The photoplay, then, must present the

happening which is the drama or comedy,

with its interpretation practically limited

to what the actors do
;
their thoughts must

be shown by expressions and gestures

aided occasionally by these greatly limited

speeches or explanations.

Consequently, the passions and humors
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of the photoplay must be capable of this

simpler interpretation. The basis of the

action, and the thoughts back of it, must

be more elemental than those of the stage

play. The wittiest scenario imaginable

avails naught, unless the situations are

droll, the characters amusing in what they

do or what is done to them, and how they

do it ! The humor of a picture comedy can-

not depend upon subtitles or words: it

must be sparkling, rapid in movement and

depend upon situations for its fun. Thus,

it is not the technical "comedy," so-called,

but pure farce. The sadness of a tragedy

or the emotional appeal of a strong drama

cannot depend upon the literary quality

of the writer of the script, but upon the

struggles, triumphs, failures of the people

on the screen.

The ideal photoplay is that one which

can be shown without a single word of ex-
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planation, a single quotation or screen let-

ter. Here, would be shown the complete

story in uninterrupted action : it would be

necessary to show by perfect dramatic con-

struction and acting the relations of the

characters, their purposes and their ac-

complishment. Such plays have been pro-

duced, infrequently, and their effect upon
an audience is powerful indeed. They are

the most difficult to conceive and execute.

It being understood, then, that the photo-

play drama must stand upon its own action

without the tricks of speech or description,

the next thing is to understand what makes

that action self-supporting, powerful

enough for the length of the play, whether

it be a single or six-reel picture produc-

tion.

STKUGGLE is this foundation stone of

drama.

Some one or some several want some-
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thing: they try to get it. Some others or

something resists the efforts to obtain it.

The continuation of those efforts, now suc-

ceeding temporarily, now failing, here

changing in plan, there surprising the an-

tagonist, is the action of the drama. It is

simple, is it not? For that is all there is to

drama, whether for the stage, or for the

screen !

In comedy, the struggle is surrounded by

amusing and unexpected circumstances

which make the action ludicrous. The

struggler is placed in an embarrassing

position, he is handicapped by some physi-

cal characteristic or some mental trait

which makes his efforts laughable when

seen by the outsider, the audience. The

funniest film play is frequently that in

which not a character smiles.

The most successful comedy photoplays

are those which are based upon a satire of
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some social or personal weakness -or evil

which deserves sarcasm, forcing home a

lesson to the observers in the audience,

without their knowledge that it is a skill-

fully concealed sermon. Selfishness, stu-

pidity, snobbishness, impudence, dishon-

esty, cruelty, cowardice : unfortunately

for society we have a thousand and one

foibles and wrongs which need correction.

Yet lucky the scenario writer who can

grasp their advantage, by applying them

to the purpose of his comedy creations:

such plays will always "ring true" to

audiences who are quick to see the mote in

the neighbor
?

s eye, and with Philistine en-

joyment appreciate the troubles of the

man or woman who brings down the

vengeance of the comical little god of

luck!

It has been said by scientists that the

origin of the human laugh was the im-
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pulse of cruelty and enjoyment of suffering

in others expressed in primordial times

by the exposure of the fangs as smiles

the wolf, today! However that may be,

the loudest laughter peals forth in the pic-

ture theatre when the fat or stunted

comedian tumbles backward, overturning

ten policemen, or falls into a bucket of

scrubbing water, or some such unfortunate

pleasantry results. This laughter seems

for the most part hysterical rather than

sincere.

Despite the popularity at the present

time of certain vulgar and actually inde-

cent comedians, (whose true sphere is the

cheap burlesque stage,) the permanence of

"slap-stick" comedy of that type is not to

be counted upon. It is certainly no field

for the scenario writer, because such plays

are produced in a helter-skelter manner, in

which the high-priced "comedian" extern-
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porizes his mishaps and misdeeds, with

slight aid from the director, and with ab-

solute disregard of a dramatic idea.

There is a steady demand from com-

panies all over the country for mirthful

comedies, free from repulsive vulgarities,

in which the fun depends upon situation

and satire, in which are presented the op-

portunities for the photography of pretty,

girlish faces, smart costumes and beautiful

backgrounds, inside and outside the

studios.

So much for comedy. . . .

In drama, or the serious phase of photo-

play creation, the same general rules pre-

vail. STRUGGLE is again the predominant

impulse of the play. The hero or the

heroine combats against untoward circum-

stance. If it is a fight against wrong and

sin if that fight succeeds, it must be

shown why and how. If the battle fails,
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there must (according to the demands of

dramatic justice) be a reason which is

self-evident.

Here the struggle is one which must in-

spire the audience with sympathy too

many amateur creations are weaklings in

that respect, with themes which are

anaemic.

The framework upon which the action

is based is the " Dramatic Triad " of

classic drama. There must be three ele-

ments, in one or another combination. A
play with only two characters could not be

dramatic unless there were some external

influence, emotion or object of attainment

which precipitates the struggle between

the twain. Thus where one man seeks to

win one woman, even were there no other

lover or rival in the case, the feeling

which prompts her to resist or which pre-

vents the consummation of their loves is
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the third side of this triangle. The most

familiar form is, of course, that of the two-

women-one-man or its reversal. However

ancient this particular formula may seem

it is the most ubiquitous in real life. And
drama is real life, intensified in colors and

condensed in incidents: the play which is

the truest to real life is the one which en-

dures in the hearts of its audiences.

The triad is essential to the action of the

play, for with only two elements in the

struggle there would be a deadlock: it is

this fluctuating third which gives the sur-

prise and vitality to the narrative for the

maintaining of SUSPENSE. Without this

latter quality, the audience would not sit

through the play. Suspense must be so

skillfully juggled that, while the theme of

the play is understood, the ultimate result

more or less forecast, the ways and means

by which it is achieved are a source of sur-
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prise and anxiety. Suspense is best main-

tained by letting success seem almost cer-

tain several times during the action, and

then thwarting it with some new yet log-

ical turn of events.

The members of the triad should be in

evidence in one or another way throughout

every scene of the play: this holds the

action unified. Scenes which are without

one of the leads are in nearly every case

weakening to the interest of the story. On
the other hand, it may be reasoned that

space is so limited that every foot of film

should be given to the vital characters of

the play, for the photodrama is woefully

short for the amount of action necessary

to crowd into it.

At least one of the three members of

the triad should be worthy of the affection

of the audience, for the creation of that

necessary emotion, HEART INTEEEST. This
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feeling is satisfied by the rounding up of

the action into a denouement which exem-

plifies DRAMATIC JUSTIFICATION. In short,

the goal of the play must be worth while :

there must be a reason for the ending, and

that ending must satisfy the audience.

Satisfaction may be given in many ways.

Virtue and nobility may be rewarded with

success. (This is the ending which is the

most popular, and justly so we see so

little real deserved success in actual life,

that it is comforting to behold it, if only

in a world of make-believe!) Wickedness

may (and always should be) punished.

Where the ending is tragic in its conse-

quences, there should be a definite reason

for the failure of the characters : in "Ham-

let," that failure was due to the great

Dane's weakness of practical action, in

contradistinction to his great spiritual

strength. So, in the plays of modern times
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weakness or wrongdoing by some impor-

tant character must be the responsible

cause of the tragedy. Even though the in-

nocent suffer and here, indeed, we have

the bitter truth of real life a lesson is

taught the audience, and justice is ap-

peased !

The application of these elements of

Dramatic Principle will pull into technical

strength any good theme. Without them

there is nothing but a string of incidents,

possessed of no dramatic value. How

many hundreds of manuscripts are re-

ceived by editors and directors from ama-

teurs who confide that the stories are

based on real life ! With one hundred mil-

lion real life stories being enacted every

day in the year in our country alone, it is

easy to see that something else is wanted

for dramatic production than biography or

news accounts!



IV

PRACTICAL AUTHORSHIP
METHODS

THE
first step in applying the princi-

ples outlined in the preceding chap-

ter after the rough drafting of the

synopsis is naturally the laying-out of the

opening scene of the working scenario.

This is very important. It is the keynote

to the entire play.

The important characters should be in-

troduced as soon as possible. Their rela-

tion to each other must be established by
their actions and expressions. The pur-

pose of the play, or its theme, must be

shown without delay.

It is generally customary to follow the

42
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"main title" (in which are given the name

of the play, the brand of the manufacturing

company, perhaps followed by a cast of

characters) with a short descriptive sen-

tence which identifies one or more of the

characters: for example, "Mary Holdern

devotes her life to settlement work among
the poor.

' ' This strip of film, showing the

words, would approximate eleven feet in

length. It is necessary to explain her sub-

sequent actions, but it will be observed how

restricted such explanations may be. The

scene may show Mary helping the sick, dis-

tributing food and clothes in a slum in-

terior, and it serves to explain her char-

acter. This opening scene should also

show in a way the line upon which the

theme of the subsequent action is directed.

It would be a waste of film and action to

carry the play out in some entirely dif-

ferent manner, after this, merely having
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utilized the chance to show her sweet na-

ture.

The subsequent scene may be prefaced

by another subtitle to explain the nature of

her home surroundings, like this :

' ' But her

father and mother are too fond of society

to sympathize." The action may shift to

a bridge party, or some such social activ-

ity, where the older man and woman are

in evidence and unmistakable. Their friv-

olous enjoyment could be emphasized by
their attitude of impatience with the

daughter who is bored with the silly

chatter of the guests. Here in two scenes

we have the keynote of a possible theme:

the young girl who realizes the seriousness

of life and poverty, despite her luxurious

home surroundings; the empty-headed

parents who are more undeveloped than

she. The sympathy of the audience is at

once given to the girl.
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If this introduction is followed by a

scene in which Mary makes some sacrifice

for the assistance of some sufferer, after

vainly urging her father or mother to help,

we have a goodly crop of heart interest

beginning to grow in the garden of the

play. Perhaps she pawns some jewelry,

is later questioned about it, to "fib" that

she lost it ... this idea is filled with dra-

matic potentialities. But the action should

continue in the key of the settlement work.

If Mary's good heart gets her into difficul-

ties those whom she helps, should, by the

laws of dramatic justice, assist her some-

how, in their humble way. Perhaps she

meets a successful physician who is doing

a charity practice- here is the opportunity

for the love interest. But he must be in-

troduced very quickly after those two

short opening scenes, or his share of the

drama is too limited. Should the love af-
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fair progress, there must be some hin-

drance to its success. The opportunity for

the triad here, then, would be "parents,"
' '

Mary
' ' and ' ' Doctor. " To succeed in the

opinion of the audience, (much more im-

portant than to any of the characters,)

Mary and the doctor must earn their hap-

piness. To earn it they must show

strength of character, such as sacrifice to

duty, devotion to each other and the cause

which brought them together.

The movement of the drama after the

introduction is called in classic technique

"the rising action.
" It is as essential that

good methods be applied to the photo-

drama as to the play for the stage, and

the writer should bear in mind the impor-

tance of leading the action to a climax su-

preme, shortly before the end of the story.

This climax is followed by the "catastro-

phe," which is the great moment of the
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drama. Then the "falling action" shows

the results of this episode, rounding out

into the denouement.

The Greek unities, so-called, of "time,

place and action" give a solidarity to the

photoplay which makes for artistic com-

pleteness. Great lapses of time, with their

necessary subtitles: "Ten years after-

ward,
' ' "

Twenty years later,
' ' are injuri-

ous to the simplicity and smoothness of

the action, although of course sometimes

necessary for the emphasis of the theme.

They necessitate changes in make-up, al-

terations of scenery and sets. For the

most part, action condensed into a few

hours or a few days is much more desira-

ble; its effect upon the audience is

stronger, and its presentation more ar-

tistic.

On the stage and on the screen the pass-

ing of time is calculated at about twice the
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rapidity of real life. Thus what would

require half an hour normally, could be

presented in half the time on the screen.

The writer should always bear in mind

that the entire entertainment period for a

single reel is barely more than a quarter

of an hour. By the changing of scenes, the

trimming of the film, the abbreviation of

action an enormous amount of "business"

can be introduced into this work. The

studios usually allow a director five or six

days for the production of this single reel,

which is shown on the screen in such a

short period of time.

It is well to figure out the length of time

required by a scenario in the quiet of the

study. Too many writers content them-

selves with a scenario possessing good in-

trinsic value, yet too short for a complete

play: they are surprised and discouraged

by the rejections caused by its lack of suf-
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ficient action. If the playwright will give

his script enough action to occupy a period

of half an hour, it is safe to say that it can

be shortened into the required period by
the nimbled-scissored assembler.

Unity of place possesses unusual advan-

tages in pictureplay production. The

number of sets and outdoor scenes should

be held down as much as possible. Elab-

orate and expensive interior scenes should

be utilized for many scenes. This justifies

the director in preparing the setting with

care, as he is limited in funds by his com-

pany, for the general outlay on actors, sets,

studio overhead, automobile hire and spe-

cial properties. Thus, if a ball-room scene

is essential, dancers and musicians are

necessary: this expensive setting should

be utilized for more than one scene to jus-

tify it. Elaborate dining halls, or hand-

some interiors requiring unusual outlay in
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their preparation should be of such impor-

tance to the plot development that they

are used several times.

As for the number of characters to be

used, the writer should constantly bear in

mind the limitation of the photoplay in

time of screen-projection. Too many faces

upon the screen, all of which must be mem-

orized by the audience if they are impor-

tant to the plot, are confusing. No char-

acters should be put into the play who do

not have an essential part in its theme.

In the advisable rewriting of the work-

ing scenario it is good to prune continu-

ally, so that the cast may be cut down as

much as possible an economy which in

turn benefits the photoplay by justifying

actors and actresses for the parts. The

more business a small cast has the more

effective their work in the interpretation

of the story.
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"
Close-ups

" scenes taken very near

the camera, in which only the torsos or

even faces of the characters are shown

are profoundly impressive in scenes which

register great emotion, or psychological

action. They are possible with small casts,

and add force and realism to the play, giv-

ing the audience the impression of being

in the veritable scene with the actor. The

"close-up" should not be overworked,

however: the general dramatic movement

should be indicated by scenes in which two,

five or a dozen people can find room upon
the working space of the studio stage.

It is a good plan to suggest to the di-

rector (on a separate sheet of the manu-

script) any special locations which might
assist in the production, particular "prop-
erties

' ' or other hints of value. However,
with all this appreciable care in detail, the

scenario writer should continually en-
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deavor to prune his own words,
'

for an

elaborate manuscript is apt to be very cum-

bersome.

The end to bear in mind, in preparing

a script, is to present, as simply as possi-

ble, the complete play, with each step

articulated so that there can be no misun-

derstanding, undervaluation, nor, on the

other hand, boredom for the reader and

producer. It is, again, a matter of common

sense applied with care and self-critical

restraint. After all is said and done, in-

spiration is best described as mental per-

spiration!



V

THE STORY AND ITS PEOPLE

"rT!HE play's the thing," as Shake-

speare said: and the story is the

life-blood of the play. No matter

how clever the technical presentation, how

brilliant the theatrical tricks and psy-

chological relations of certain characters,

without the backbone of a good theme, all

effort is wasted.

It is this importance of theme which is

the great advantage of free-lance work in

photoplay writing. The man who writes

for many companies, who lives in an en-

vironment free from the make-believe at-

mosphere of the studio or the stage, is

closer to humanity. He beholds from his

53
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own vantagepoint tragedies and romances,

farces and character drolleries seen by no

other eyes than his. To the observant free-

lance writer the world is filled with ever-

fresh "copy," and there is no excuse for

"running dry."

It is advisable for a student of photo-

play creation to maintain an elaborate sys-

tem of notes. He should tabulate every

good title which comes to his mind, every

interesting and unusual character, every

quaint or unique dramatic and comedy sit-

uation which he reads, beholds or knows

from hearsay. Memorandum books filled

with data of this sort are invaluable for

use months after the making of the notes.

Vague suggestions of stories, stillborn at

the time of notation, may be later resus-

citated with the pulmotor of experience.

It is a delight to look through some old

manuscripts and discover the nucleus of a
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theme which more recent training may de-

velop into splendid dramatic or literary

material.

The only theme which survives all tests

must have a moral foundation, albeit

adroitly decorated with human interest and

individuality. Nothing is so banal to an

audience of "real people" as the story

based upon the milk-and-water morality of

the "Sunday-school tale."

Every good theme can be expressed in

one sentence, if it possesses the unity and

simplicity necessary for successful pictur-

ization. There is not room enough in the

photoplay for the sub-plot which is used

in the stage play. Taking for example the

two scenarios given as examples in the

back of this volume, the two themes may
be told thus :

(A) "THE JOLLY OLD PATRIOTS" . . .

Two old cronies forget their American
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citizenship because of war between their

native countries until awakened to their

real human brotherhood by the romance

of their respective children.

(B) "His OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER" . . .

A society girl refuses to marry her

fiance when she believes him ruined in

business, until his luck changes, when she

finds that the old-fashioned mother whom
she has ridiculed has proved to her son

the difference between false and true,

changing her mind too late.

Any theme which cannot be dissected to

this integral simplicity will not "hold

water" for photoplay production, or in-

deed the more involved dramatization for

stage purposes. When the theme is thus

reduced to a formula, the imagination of

the writer, aided by his knowledge of

human nature, may take its full sweep in

the actions of the characters.
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A simple way of letting these characters

"go their way" even as in real life, is one

used by the writer of this volume : he does,

in the mental impersonation of each char-

acter, exactly as he would do were lie that

character, thinking as that character

would think, with that character's mental

background and past training, and know-

ing no more of the future than he would

in the circumstance of the play. Thus the

writer plays many parts, first that of the

hero, then the heroine, then the villain or

the comedian : a curious psychological con-

dition is induced after some little practice

in this work. The result is logical action

and realism. It is worth the experiment

of trying.

Coming as we do to the characterization

of the play, a simple basis for understand-

ing is to use the convention established by
centuries of dramatic technique and clear-
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est shown in the so-called
"
melodrama,

"

so contemptuously referred to in modern

times. Every good serious play, however,

is a melodrama pure and simple.

The characters are the male lead or

hero, the female lead or heroine, the

male heavy or villain, the female heavy
or adventuress, the low heavy, the first

old man, the first old woman, the comedian,

the low comedian, and opposite the

latter two the comedienne and the sou-

brette. The lighter male parts are the

first and second "walking gentlemen" or

juveniles. And so it goes. Suffice it to

say that the best character work results

when these definite types are used. For a

character of one sex, the "foil" or op-

posite should be used for the coloring of

contrast. Opposed to the hero as foil is

the heroine, to the villain, an adventuress

or feminine heavy, to the old man, an old
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woman type. Yet variety can be obtained

by contrasting young with old characters

. . . here, indeed, to prescribe definite

rules is like laying down iron-clad pro-

cedure for the composition of music: the

artistry of the composer or author must

be left to work out each individual case in

an individual manner.

The stock companies of the motion pic-

ture organizations, however, are recruited

for the conventional use of the characters

as outlined above. Their actors are versa-

tile, and can adapt themselves to any re-

quirements of the plays. Yet it is advisa-

ble to maintain simplicity in the arrange-

ment of a cast of characters. The greatest

demand is for plays in which the youthful

male or female lead may carry the onus

of the action: scenarios which depict too

many important characters are thus of

little interest.
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It is a great mistake to write photoplays

for a favorite motion picture "star" for

the chances of immediate sale to that par-

ticular market are too unassured to justify

an expenditure of effort which can be ap-

plied nowhere else. The scenario should

be adapted to the production by any of a

score of companies, and even should it go

the rounds of them all without acceptance,

some slight alterations and improvement

may cause its purchase on the second

round trip.

Every character introduced into a play

at its inception, should be brought back

into the action, if possible, for the denoue-

ment: this lends great strength to the com-

position, and prevents waste of dramatic

material. The writer should study his

work very carefully to discover whether or

not he has left some important phase un-

answered for the audience, in that final
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round-up. The questions of the photoplay

are "Who does it?" "Why do they do

it?" "How did they do it?" "What did

they accomplish?" When these four

queries are satisfactorily answered, by ac-

tion, rather than printed explanations, the

purpose of the play has been accomplished.

For general free-lance work, picturiza-

tion of books, poems, old plays and pub-

lished short stories is to be carefully

avoided. The companies maintain their

own special staff writers for this work and

are covering the ground thoroughly. Mod-

ern themes, with modern costumes and set-

tings, are those which find promptest ac-

ceptance.

Historical productions, great spectacles

and plays requiring railroad wrecks, mob

scenes, steamships burning and the like, do

not appeal to the buying editor. The staff

writer can handle such matters more skill-
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fully than the tyro. What the free lance

does best is the crystallization of living,

logical themes from the life and people
about him : his perception is fresh and his

emotions unhackneyed: here is his great

opportunity.

The free-lance writer should read the

trade journals of the motion picture indus-

try, from which he can keep in touch with

the progress of the work, the development
of new companies and analyze for himself

new fields of commercial benefit.

The so-called "
story" magazines are

worthless they present
' '

press dope
' '

from the advertising offices of the produc-

ing companies, little of which is true.

They print amateurish versions of the film

stories, written by hack writers, which are

of no value from a dramatic standpoint.

The publications which should be fol-

lowed with good results are the Moving
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Picture World, the Motion Picture News,

Motography, the New York Sunday Morn-

ing Telegraph, and the New York Dra-

matic Mirror. These periodicals contain

the current news of the industry written

for the producers, directors and business

men who are vitally interested.

The Script, published monthly by the

Photoplay Authors' League, Incorporated,

604 San Fernando Building, Los Angeles,

Cal., is a valuable publication. It is de-

voted to the interest of writers and de-

serves support: a subscription is a good
investment. A letter to the business man-

ager will bring the explanatory literature

of the League. The Editor, published at

Ridgewood, N. J., is devoted to the inter-

ests of all literary workers, with a sincere

devotion, which justifies patronage.

The advertisements of so-called "Photo-

play Schools" are veritable "bunk," and
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several of their promoters are enjoying

State and Federal hospitality behind pic-

turesque iron bars. There are still many
of these quacks at large however, and the

profits from their victims are still larger.

A thorough knowledge of good thematic

treatment cannot be acquired without con-

scientious study of the contemporaneous

productions of the companies: the free

lance should make notes of the types of

plays used by the various producers, as

seen in the theatres, from day to day. He
should remember that perfection has not

been reached.

It is too frequently said by amateurs

that because poor productions are seen in

the exhibition places, there seems no op-

portunity for the acceptance of good work.

There are many reasons why worthy

scripts are not accepted at any particular

studio. The directors may be engaged to
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provide their own plays a weak and

eventually injurious process which many
companies now realize is a mistake. The

editor may have purchased a play along

similar lines a short time before receiving

this manuscript. He may be overstocked.

He may be limited in the allowance for

new material. One or a dozen refusals

should not discourage, with a good scena-

rio. If the theme, characterizations, ac-

tion and technical work of a scenario are

good it will eventually sell. So persistence

and perseverance in new work are of ut-

most value for permanent success in this

lucrative field.



VI

THE PROBLEM OF CENSORSHIP

WITHIN
the Inner Circle of the mo-

tion picture industry there have

been since the inception of the

National Board of Censorship certain

feelings entertained by many scenario

writers, directors, artists and proprietors

of the companies that the critical and even

surgical activities of that body have lim-

ited the dramatic possibilities of screen

plays.

It is urged that themes, situations and

characters which have been received with

popular acclaim on the theatrical stage

throughout the country have been devital-

ized and robbed in many cases of the "big
66
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punch" by the opinions of committee mem-

bers, many of whom have no especial dra-

matic or literary training.

Primarily, the scenario writers are dis-

gruntled by rejections of scripts undoubt-

edly replete with powerful dramatic ac-

tion, of rippling mirth, the "regretful"

return of which is based upon the improb-

ability of getting the story passed.

Numerous directors have met their Wa-
terloos because of productions from ap-

proved scenarios in which details essential

to the story have been pruned so merci-

lessly as to make the photoplay a failure.

In view of the fact that the life-blood of

the industry is the continual supply of

fresh, virile scenarios and the great ma-

jority are written by free lances, it is es-

sential that the photoplay writers through-

out the country as well as the staff writers

should get a true perspective of the ac-
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tivities of the National Board of "Censor-

ship.

Producing directors have learned by the

hard bumps against the adamant that this

and that may be and that this and that

may not be, and still they continue in an

unfortunately large number of picture

plays to insert objectionable scenes and

business.

Last year out of a total of 7,066 reels

inspected or a footage of 8,698,246, there

were fifty-three subjects totally rejected,

401 sample prints subjected to recutting

before final approval, with a total of 77,270

feet condemned. The total sale value of the

film kept off the American market because

of these cuttings and condemnations by
the Board, including the cost of negatives

and sample prints discarded, amounted to

the enormous sum of $582,638.

This seems a heavy price to pay for the
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avoidable errors of scenario writers and

directors. It would have produced under

proper management in accord with the

standards approximately six hundred sale-

able reels, with a proportional large sum

as sale value from the negatives.

Inasmuch as the National Board, from

a trade standpoint, is almost entirely in the

nature of an insurance for the manufac-

turers that valuable reels will not be

thrown back on their hands after the print-

ing and distribution through the country,

where they would be found objectionable

by local censors, it behooves the scenario

writers to assure their own certainty of

financial return and a growing reputation

for successful work by a thorough under-

standing of and even sympathy with the

fundamentals from which the Board's cri-

tique is carried on.

It is only by observing the spirit, as well
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as the letter of the law, that the provincial

persecution of films and film exhibitors

can be removed as a constant menace to

expensive productions. In other words, a

great many films which are liberally con-

sidered by the critics of the National

Board, meet with local opposition in vari-

ous parts of the country arising from

minor complaints, peculiar religious, edu-

cational or sectional ideas, or through the

ignorant officiousness of police authorities

who wish to make records for themselves.

The verdict of the National Board is ac-

cepted as a final criterion more and more

through the direct missionary efforts of its

officers. Still there is much to be desired

for the complete protection of the in-

vestors and owners of the pictures and

their exploitation rights.

To get down to brass tacks, it is simply

a case in which the scenario writer can in-
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crease the value of his own work by ad-

hering to the Censorship standard con-

tinually in mind, and "beating the Censor

to it." To declare that risque situations,

grewsome details, exposition of the meth-

ods of criminals are necessary for the dra-

matic "punch" shows a complete misun-

derstanding of the possibilities of STBUG-

GLE, the fundamental of every real play,

whether on the screen or the stage.

To believe that the American theatre-

goers prefer such thrills is to misunder-

stand the moods of the people and to lose

sight of the goal which leads to lasting

success in this line of work.

Only the other day a well-known pub-

lisher said to me: "The people are sick

and tired of the domestic muck-raking as

well as the political. They want the old-

fashioned kind of story : sweet characters,

decent heart interest and a pleasant after-
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taste in plays and books. There are mil-

lions of combinations possible with the

clean, inspiring elements. I tell you that

the fashion for prurient, morbid subjects

is out of date."

He is not a publisher of poems, tracts,

or essays. He makes his money with pop-

ular priced fifty-cent editions. He should

know!

This is indeed such an age of hard work,

bitter times in our own country and the

war-stricken lands across the water, nerv-

ous strain and unhappiness in our every-

day environment, that romance in dramas

and rollicking, refined comedies are appre-

ciated by the 8,000,000 Americans who

nightly attend the picture shows, to forget

the worries and fatigues of the day's work.

This is the best possible argument for the

introduction of clean topics.

The essential matters with which the Na-
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tional Board deals severely are lewd and

suggestive scenes, wanton and brutal mur-

ders or attacks; it questions excessive in-

dulgence in liquor before the camera,

scenes in gambling dives and other dis-

reputable phases of "fast life," with ade-

quate punishment. The Board objects to

the showing (especially by detailed close-

ups) of methods of robbery, forgery and

other crimes, which might instruct the im-

pressionable minds of young observers, to

imbue them with the desire for imitation.

Themes offensive to good taste, in matters

of race, religion or political belief, are also

on the blacklist.

This seems an easy schedule to avoid;

but the figures quoted above prove the con-

trary.

It cannot be denied that despite the

bitter opposition of the prudes (and the

country is filled with a great many earnest
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and intelligent ones!) the so-called "Vice

Pictures ' ' were of pronounced educational

value during the period of their popu-

larity.

The tremendous success of "Traffic In

Souls," which was novelized by the au-

thor, its warning to the youths of both

sexes, its dramatic strength and its unde-

niable foundation on actual conditions in

towns and villages as well as cities, drew

the attention of millions to the crying

horror of the organized industry of the

social evil. It assuredly left behind it no

incentive in the mind of the theatre-goer,

of any age or either sex, to follow the ex-

ample of its unfortunate characters of the

underworld, or their weak victims.

A rather amusing illustration of the ig-

norance of such conditions throughout the

West and South was the large number of

sarcastic criticisms which were written
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by various newspaper editors, denouncing

the author as a purveyor of imaginary so-

cial diseases, declarations that such evils

did not exist outside the pages of prurient

books. Within the month of writing this

present volume, several authentic cases of

this miserable traffic were brought to jus-

tice by the police of New York. It has

been just such hyprocrisy and blindness

to vital conditions which needed mental

cathartics in the form of dramatic instruc-

tion. The Board of Censorship passed

this photoplay, and despite early objec-

tions by some of the local boards of dif-

ferent states and cities, the picture was

exhibited throughout the United States

with a salutary effect. The present activ-

ity of police authorities, with the publicity

of their results in the newspapers, has un-

doubtedly been stimulated by the notoriety

of this subject, due to the pictures, and has
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been the ounce of preventative, in its warn-

ing to evil-doers, which surpasses the -tons

of cure !

"Damaged Goods," both as the stage

and cinematographic play, was a profound

lesson in moral as well as physical cleanli-

ness, by exposing the horrors of an all too

prevalent disease. It showed the lesson of

"wild oats," as borne in punishment

"unto the third and fourth generation."

"Dope" and "The Drug Terror" awak-

ened the theatre-going public of America

to the evils of narcotics
;
the fact that the

United States is the largest consumer of

opium, among all nations, is enough justi-

fication for a campaign on the screen

against the menace.

An opportunity in this reformative field

is still open along the line of quack medi-

cines, and the evils attendant upon them,

but it is doubtful if the powerful interests,
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with their great expenditures of funds in

newspaper advertising which so largely

control the general distribution of ques-

tionable "cures," would allow such a cam-

paign to develop unchallenged.

The photoplays described above, how-

ever, were novel in their day, and that day
is past, for they have accomplished their

purpose, while the demand for "muck-

raking" themes has notably waned. The

film industry is the most rapidly moving
of any in our busy American life : the suc-

cesses of last month are gathering dust on

the shelves of the exchanges today.

Consequently, the scenario writer who

lingers in the realms of cheap sensation-

alism, sex thrillers and vice exposures is

trying to reap a harvest already trimmed

to the stubble. Never before has there

been such an opportunity for true artistry

in the development of theme and character-
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ization. So varied is his choice of ma-

terials that he can place his emphasis 'upon

the uplifting phases of life with infinite

variation, while minimizing the necessary

but disagreeable sides of realism. It is,

of course, idiomatic that drama without

death, or crime, would be ridiculously re-

stricted. But it is not necessary to show

the glitter of the dagger as it plunges into

the heart of the victim, the terror and tor-

ture of the administration of poison, nor

the exact method by which the check was

forged nor the bank safe rifled by the

"
yeggs.

"

Fundamentals are what count, on the

screen as in life. No longer is the motion

picture play produced exclusively for the

"
rough neck." The development of the

programmes, features and serials, teased

on lavish outlay of money, a highly organ-

ized and creative technique and a commer-
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cial system of distribution and sales rank-

ing with the biggest factors of so-called

Big Business, with the continual stimulus

of keen rivalry, means the survival of the

fittest.

But all the money, organization and co-

ordination of this great industry are de-

pendent upon the fountain head : the story

and its interpretation. The playwrights

who master their art, keep abreast of the

times, and continually struggle for better

things are the premiers of those fittest who

are to survive. The greatest future in this

industry is for the photoplaywright, with-

out whom nothing else matters.



VII

THE MANUSCRIPT AND ITS SALE

THE
proof of the pudding is the tast-

ing, and the proof of the profes-

sional skill of a scenario writer, on

first impression, is the manner of his pres-

entation. Physical appearance counts with

literary work as with individuals. The

first judgment of a slovenly manuscript is

that its author could not have valued it

very highly, else he would have taken more

pains in its preparation.

To be brief, in this mechanical phase of

the work, the best of paper should be used.

A heavy bond, white in color, with smooth

surface, and size 8^ by 11 inches, is most

advisable. This texture will stand rubber

80
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corrections without smudging, and does

not crumple after the first submission to

an editor.

All manuscripts should be typewritten,

with a clear black ribbon, while the orthog-

raphy and arrangement of the lines should

be "letter perfect.
" Editors and directors

have too many neat manuscripts from

which to choose to bother with handwritten

scrawls. Each manuscript should be

backed with what stationers call "cover

paper," such as is used by lawyers for the

protection of their papers, and the pages

held together by loose clips, not ribbons or

binders.

The manuscript should be folded twice,

dividing the space of the page into three

parts, in horizontal lines. Thus it fits the

large-sized envelope, 9 inches in length.

Each manuscript should be accompanied

by a stamped and carefully self-addressed
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envelope folded or placed lengthwise in the

envelope with the scenario, and attached

to it with another loose clip. There is no

need to accompany it with a letter to the

editor: he knows exactly why you send

the script to him, and is aware that you
want the usual rate for it.

The full name of the author should be

typewritten, with his address, on the upper
left-hand corner of the first or front cover

page of the manuscript. This should be

repeated on the page of the synopsis, and

the first sheet of the working scenario, in

the same position. It is well to state, on

the lower right-hand corner of the first

sheet, that it is guaranteed as original,

with the signature of the author. This

may save time in the forwarding of a

voucher. The price of a manuscript may
be placed upon the upper right-hand

corner of the first page ; however, until an
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author is well known, it is inadvisable, for

he may ask just a few dollars more than

the editor cares to pay, thus losing a sale.

And here it may be well to say that the

standard price to-day is $35 for a good

single-reel scenario, from an unknown

writer, although some of the well-to-do

companies still value the basis of their play

at only $25, while wasting hundreds of

dollars upon effects and experiments of

the director. The price paid for good

photoplays is steadily advancing, and

many of the companies pay $50 and $75

for a reel, irrespective of the authorship.

Bed ink underlining of the titles, sub-

titles, descriptions of sets, and numbers of

scenes add to the attractiveness of scripts,

which is a good selling asset. The synop-

sis and the separate paragraphs should b6

single-spaced, with double spaces between

the scenes and their numbers. Messages
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on the screen are generally shown best in

capitals, preceded by the phrase in

parenthesis, "LETTER ON SCREEN, "

"FLASH ON SCREEN," etc. Quota-

tions are indicated in the same manner,

and it should be noted that a speech is

never written on the manuscript at the be-

ginning of a scene, but at the exact instant

in which it is uttered.

The phrase "CUT TO" is used when dur-

ing the progress of action, which is not

the termination of the scene, it is necessary

to turn the attention of the audience to

something which is happening at the same

time in some other place. When this inter-

polation is completed, the phrase "CUT

BACK TO" is used, followed by the continu-

ation of the interrupted action.

A "FADE OUT" is a mechanical trick by

which the diaphragm of the camera lens

is gradually closed to complete darkness,
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making the scene grow dimmer, until it

disappears. A "DISSOLVE IN" is the re-

versal of this procedure by which a scene

slowly becomes visible. Thus a "Fade

out" from one scene, followed by a "Dis-

solve in" to another, is an effective trick

of photography, which should be used

sparingly, for artistic effect. "DOUBLE

EXPOSURE" is the repetition of photog-

raphy, with the film rewound and run

through the camera once more. When a

dark background has been arranged in one

part of the scene it is possible to retake

this scene, with action carried on in that

exact position of the dark spot on the

frame of the picture. This is used for

visions, dreams and such subjects, but

should not be overworked. With letters,

photographs and messages of various

sorts which cause intense emotion in the

mind of some character, it is a good the-
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atrical trick to withhold showing the word-

ing to the audience until the last possible

opportunity. This gives suspense, and

power to the wording.

Care should be taken to fully prepay the

postage on all manuscripts, as many a

good story has been thrown into the dis-

card because of this thrift on the part of

the sender. A record should be kept of

every manuscript, as well as a carbon in

case the first copy should be lost in the

mails. The scenario writer should note

the speed with which certain companies ac-

cept or reject and eventually send his work

primarily to those from whom the greatest

courtesy is received. On the manuscript

record, which is well kept on a piece of

paper clipped to the carbon, he should in-

dicate the dates of sending and return,

with the names of the various companies.

He should not be satisfied with one or two
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efforts, but should steadily write scenarios

until at least twenty are ready for sale,

sending them out as soon as completed.

With that number in circulation, and a

reasonable quality in the work, encourag-

ing results are bound to come before the

twentieth has made many visits. A law-

yer, doctor or other professional man does

not expect immediate affluence upon re-

ceiving his diploma, so why should a mem-

ber of the dramatic profession be discour-

aged at the preliminary delays?

Four weeks is ample time for the con-

sideration of a scenario, while some pro-

ducers are unusually prompt in their ac-

tion. At the end of that time it is well to

ask for a return of the script, but ama-

teurs should be wary of threatening suits

for plagiarism and delay, as such letters

cause only amusement and more procrasti-

nation.
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The copyrighting of scenarios is a dif-

ficult and hardly-worth-while proceeding.

The majority of companies are scrupulous

in their honesty and are sensitive about the

honesty of their editorial staffs, so that it

is easiest to give them the benefit of the

doubt. In case of a stolen play, it is well

to communicate with the Photoplay Au-

thors' League, Los Angeles, California,

who have been of much assistance to unpro-

tected authors. It is better business for

a company to pay outright for a script,

even if it is necessary to rewrite in part or

whole : the author has been encouraged to

send more good ideas and photoplays. As

a selfish precaution, however, it is wise for

the scenario writer to read carefully the

brief epitomes of released plays, with the

dates of their exhibition, as published

weekly in the trade journals. The keeping

of a carbon copy, punctilious care in ad-
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dressing, mailing and recording of manu-

scripts, will put him in a position to seek

legal redress, should he discover, through

these synopses, the dishonest use of a

manuscript.

It is advisable to beware of the fly-

by-night companies which advertise for

scenarios, and yet are not known in the

trade as regular producers. There are

many such concerns, which begin on the

proverbial "shoe-string," and little talent.

They produce two or three reels and then

disappear in the twilight of unpaid bills

and unsaleable films. The scenarios which

have been sent them are very apt to dis-

appear with the closing of their offices.

The author of this volume has had sev-

eral provoking experiences with concerns

of this nature, where the effort to col-

lect for purchased and even ordered

scripts more than neutralized the possi-
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ble profit when payment was eventually

forced.

For general future results and this

work should be carried on with "tomor-

row" continually in mind it is best to

confine the submission of scenarios to the

legitimate, well-known, well-advertising

producing companies, enumerated in the

back of the present volume. The persistent

visits of well-written, well-thought-out sce-

narios will eventually make a permanent

impression upon the readers of the large

editorial departments, and give the name

of the author a cumulative value.

Little by little, a reputation for profes-

sional skill will be developed, even though
not a single script may be purchased for

months : many a man succeeds because he

is too egotistical to know when he is de-

feated.

The subject of feature reels is one which
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hardly comes in the province of the inde-

pendent writer, for most of such work is

done by staff writers on personal order

from the various companies. Still, there

is a growing demand for the longer plays,

and when the supply of novels and stage

plays is exhausted a consummation not

so very far off good prices will be paid,

and a good market obtained, for serious

work along this line.

The feature play is governed by the same

rules as the single reel: the only differ-

ence is a matter of quantity, in the in-

creased "footage." Whereas the single

reel should contain approximately from

thirty to fifty scenes, the multiple reel play

may run up to three or four hundred.

Thus, a much greater opportunity is af-

forded for the development of character

and psychology in its varying aspects.

Expensive scenes, striking mechanical or
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scenic effects are justified because of the

greater revenue which will be returned by
the sale of the film.

The two-reel photoplay is generally

adapted to a theme which covers a longer

period of time. It must have at least three

times the strength of theme and dramatic

incidents of the single reel, to justify the

additional length. It must be remembered

that the demand for scenarios of this and

the photoplays of even greater length

is limited: it is better and easier to

sell two single reels than one two-reel

script.

The laurels of a skillful playwright

must be won in the simpler field of the

single-reel work, before a free lance can

justifiably expect to succeed with the

longer scripts. It is a waste of time and

effort to prepare them, under the present

conditions of the scenario market, until the
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reputation of the writer is well established

and recognized in the profession.

The free lance who endeavors to make a
' ' feature " out of every theme, boiling it

down to the thousand-foot length, is apt to

gain more success than three other writers

who imagine themselves too good to bother

with the shorter scenarios.
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A SAMPLE COMEDY SCENARIO

THE
following comedy was written

and directed by the author of this

volume, although released under an-

other title. It was produced exactly as

written. Attention is called to the follow-

ing features: (1) It is based, as the best

comedies should be, on a fault, which it

satirizes: the silly quarreling of natural-

ized Americans about their native coun-

tries in the present war in Europe. (2) It

was so written and produced that it could

give offense to neither nationality. (3) It

has unity of time: the action takes place

within twenty-four hours. (4) It has unity

of place: the important scenes are used

94
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again and again, while the beginning and

end of the action are in the same identical

spot. (5) Its humor is founded on the

never-threadbare heart interest of youth-

ful love. (6) Its costuming is varied, yet

modern and simple to obtain. (7) It is

economical, with simple interior settings,

and outside scenes easy to obtain. It was

produced in three days. The manuscript

is duplicated exactly.

(Page 1)

(Author's name and address)

(Center of page}

"THE JOLLY OLD PATBIOTS"

Photoplay Comedy for Single Eeel

by
EUSTACE HALE BALL

(In lower corner)
Originality of story and
authorship of script
guaranteed.

(Signature.)
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(Page 2)

"THE JOLLY OLD PATRIOTS"

Synopsis

(Note: This was written

single spaced, to give it

the appearance of brevity,
and yet get the complete
story before the editor.)

Alphons Deudaddli and Heinrich Pum-

perknickel, old cronies of many years

friendship, play chess together every even-

ing in a local beer garden of the town

where the Frenchman owns a pastry shop

and the German a delicatessen store,

in adjoining buildings. Heinrich ?
s son

Adolph loves the Frenchman's pretty

daughter, Cheri, who sells bonbons and

cakes for her father, who is busiest in his

kitchen in the rear. She and the senti-

mental Adolph spend much time in tete-d-

tetes, enjoying the pickles and cheese

which he brings as love-offerings. The
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courtship progresses smoothly until the

day when war is declared in Europe.

As usual, the two old cronies have met

at the close of the hot summer day to play

chess, joke, and enjoy their national drinks

together. Suddenly a newsboy rushes in

with a bundle of war extras. Patriotism

destroys the friendship of years. They

quarrel, throw wine and beer at each other

and challenge each other to a duel. They
rush home. The old men don the uniforms

which in youth they had worn during mili-

tary service back in Germany and France.

They repair to a quiet sylvan glade, but

the duel ends in failure because the old

horse-pistols will not go off!

Home again, they forbid their children

to continue their love affair, threatening

dire punishment. Adolph, undeterred,

however, slips into the pastry shop to com-

fort Cheri. His father follows, and the
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two youngsters hide beneath the. counter

while their irate sires engage in an artil-

lery duel, with cream puffs and pies as

shrapnel. After this battle, Alphons seeks

revenge, "as Napoleon campaigned," by a

return engagement in the delicatessen

store, where the handy sauer-kraut, sau-

sages, and salad plates are used to wreck

the German fortifications!

Cheri is taken up to her room by her

furious parent, and locked there for safety.

Papa Heinrich does the same with Adolph,

and the two lovers languish miserably.

Suddenly Adolph searches through the old

trunk in his room and finds his mother's

wedding dress a quaint, peasant costume.

He calls to a boy playing in a lot behind

the house, and sends a note to Cheri, tell-

ing her to meet him at a corner nearby, so

that they may visit Parson Brown. The

message is taken, while Adolph disguises
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himself in his mother's old costume and

drops out of the window to the ground, be-

hind the house.

Meanwhile, the old Frenchman starts out

of his shop door, exactly at the instant

that the elderly German does the same.

They bump look scornfully at each other,

and each has a brilliant idea: "I will go
to the new beer garden, and enjoy myself

in peace!" They walk in opposite direc-

tions, for a detour to the new resort.

Cheri receives the note and searching in

her closet finds the old French uniform of

her father. She dons it and climbs down

a ladder which the small boy places against

the house. Hurrying out, she meets

Adolph, while they both laugh over their

costumes. At the new beer garden the old

German bumps into his French neighbor

again they barely refrain from a battle,

and seek separate tables to read the latest
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extras in silent anger. Cheri and Adolph
are married by the minister, who is near-

sighted, and does not realize that the sexes

are twisted, until he tries to kiss the
' 4 bride ' ' in the peasant girl 's costume. He
feels the budding beard, and at first angry,

is tickled when they tell him the joke on

their fathers. He brings forth a screen,

so that Cheri and Adolph may change

their clothes and this is done before the

camera, with the screen between them

camera slowly tilted to show only arms

and faces, then tilted down as they have

finished dressing. Cheri, dressed as a

German girl, and Adolph as a young
French soldier, now bid farewell to the

jolly old parson and start out for their

wedding feast. Adolph is inspired: "We
will go to the new beer garden, and avoid

our fathers!" They do so, and are seated

at the table, when old Alphons recognizes
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the French uniform, and comes over to

ask about the war from his supposed com-

patriot. He is enraged when he beholds

the hated face of the German boy under

the cockade cap. As he starts to shake

him, old Heinrich rushes to the rescue of

the girl in German dress. The youngsters

explain their marriage, and after hard

begging gain forgiveness: the parents sit

down with them at a big table, and the

war (on this side of the water) is over!

The last scene shows Heinrich and Alphons
back in the same old beer garden, playing

chess and sipping their drinks, at peace

with themselves and the world again. Sud-

denly the same newsboy enters with his

papers: they tremble, purchase them all,

and the warlike spirit struggles within

them. Then Alphons pats Heinrich on the

hand, as he declares his undying friend-

ship Heinrich says: "To Helinit War!"
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they toss the papers high in air above their

heads, and join hands in a toast to eternal

brotherhood, as the picture fades out.

"THE JOLLY OLD PATRIOTS"

Cast of Characters

Leads:

ALPHONS DEUDADDLI a French pastry

cook, age 55
; tall, thin, nervous, hu-

morous.

HEINRICH PUMPERKNTCKEL a German

delicatessenist, age 55; fat, jolly.

ADOLPH his son, age 21; good-looking

young chap.

CHERI daughter of Alphons, age 19;

pretty and chic.

Extras:

Waiter at first beer garden.

Waiter at second beer garden.

Small boy.
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Country type of parson age 60; near-

sighted, fussy, but sense of humor.

Newsboy.

Interior Sets

The pastry shop of Alphons

9101114151618
With counter, glass case, pie racks, etc.

Framed picture of Napoleon on wall.

The delicatessen store of Heinrich

5_21_25

With counter, shelves for canned goods,

bowls of pickles, sausages, salads, etc.

Framed picture of Kaiser on wall.

The parson's parlor or study

49_50_51_53_

Simple furniture, table in center.

Screen on side of room.

Attic bedroom of Adolph
232730333941

Showing window, with old trunk beside
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it. Some sausages hung up to dry be-

side window.

Boudoir (very simple) of Cheri

^-20 34 38 40-

Showing window, dresser with mirror,

and door of closet.

Exterior Scenes

Exterior of Heinrich's delicatessen shop

271219242646-
Exterior of Alphons

'

pastry shop

1813172247-
Exterior of parson's house 48 54

Exterior of beer garden (Old) 3 57

Exterior of beer garden (New)

525556
Exterior of rear of Heinrich's house

282931324243
Exterior of rear of Alphons

' house

35_36_37 44r-45-

Exterior, woodland glade 6
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"THE JOLLY OLD PATRIOTS"

Working Scenario

Scene 1

Subtitle:

ALPHONS DEUDADDLI, THE PASTRY COOK

Fade in view of Frenchman, smoking

cigarette, bowing from his doorway to

right, then dissolve into

Scene 2

Subtitle:

HIENBICH PUMPEBKNICKEL, THE DELICATES-

SENIST, HIS NEIGHBOR

Fade in view of German, smoking long

pipe, as he stands in doorway of his shop,

bowing amiably toward left; then dissolve

into
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Scene 3

Subtitle:

THE OLD CRONIES

Fade in.

Exterior scene: beer garden. French-

man and German playing chess, and smok-

ing. They are amiable and show their

warm friendship as one wins from the

other. Alphons drinking from long black

wine bottle, (with glass, of course,) and

Heinrich tilting a large seidel of beer.

Newsboy enters scene, bringing extras.

The two friends astonished by papers;

they read excitedly. Then they look at

each other, holding up papers.

(On Screen: Newspaper headings: WAR

BETWEEN GERMANY AND FRANCE, etc.)

(Back to scene again.) They begin to

argue, overturning chessmen. They in-

crease in rage, and finally dash drinks in
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each other's faces. They exchange cards,

(having difficulty in finding them). The

waiter interferes and they beat him over

the head with his own tray. Then they

salute stiffly and exeunt, in opposite direc-

tions.

Scene 4

Subtitle:

MOBILIZATION !

Interior of Cheri's bedroom. Alphons

enters and takes military suit from closet.

He puts on coat and hat before mirror, and

takes horse-pistols from drawer. Cheri

enters, frightened, and he tells her of his

duel. She weeps, but he struts out cour-

ageously.

Scene 5

Interior of Heinrich's delicatessen shop.

Adolph is mixing salad when his father
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comes through door in rear of store buck-

ling his too-tight belt around a German

infantryman's coat. Heinrich will not

even stop to explain, but marches out with

the goose step.

Scene 6

Subtitle:

AN ABTILLEBY DUEL

Exterior, woodland scene. Enter Al-

phons, hiding behind tree to await his

enemy. Heinrich approaches pompously,

looks about with triumph, saying, "The

cowyard, he is not here !
' ' Then Alphons

pounces upon him, shoving the old pistols

at him. They both tremble with excite-

ment, and after some ad lib. comedy in

choosing pistols, they stand back to back

and take five paces. With their hands cov-

ering their eyes, they twist around and
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try to fire the pistols. Nothing happens!

Again they try, and finally Heinrich

throws down his weapon in disgust. They

argue again, and as Alphons stoops to pick

up the pistol, Heinrich kicks him. He
loses his own balance and tumbles on the

Frenchman. Alphons deftly wriggles

away and after a return of the kick speeds

nimbly down the woodland, while Hein-

rich helplessly tries to get up. The duel

is a failure.

Scene 7

Subtitle:

A DETOUR IN THE ENEMY'S COUNTRY

Exterior, Heinrich 's shop. Adolph
comes down steps, looks cautiously ahead,

and adjusting his tie and hat, advances

toward the pastry shop. Cut to
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Scene 8

Exterior of pastry shop. Adolph at

door, yells "Ooh, hoo !" and at signal from

within he advances through entrance. Cut

back to

Scene 9

Interior of pastry shop. Cheri assort-

ing cakes and pies. When Adolph enters

she kisses him rapturously. Suddenly they

hear a noise, and she makes Adolph dodge

behind counter. Her father, in the mili-

tary uniform, enters and saluting Napo-

leon's portrait, turns to Cheri, saying

(Flash in on Screen) :

"YOU MUST NEVER SPEAK TO THAT GERMAN
BOY ADOLPH I"

Cheri weeps, and Alphons enters kitchen.

Adolph rises and they kiss each other
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again. A customer enters, and Adolph
hides once more, as a loaf of bread is sold.

Cut to

Scene 10

Interior, showing back view of show-

case, close up. Adolph squatting under

counter. Cheri 's petite feet and bottom

of skirt showing, indicating that she is

standing at counter facing the other way.

Adolph is eating a cream puff. He tickles

her instep, and looks away, as Cheri kicks

at him. Cut back to

Scene 11

Same as 9. Cheri is disturbed by the

teasing under counter, but collects the

bread-money, and customer goes out,

ogling her, as she giggles nervously.
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Scene 12

Subtitle:

THE GERMAN INVASION

Exterior of Heinrich 's establishment,

same as 7. The German, in his shop, peers

out of door, and then waddles down steps

and over to (cut to)

Scene 13

Exterior of Alphons' shop, same as 8.

Heinrich peers through window, angrily,

and then hurries inside. Cut back to

Scene 14

Interior of pastry shop, same as 9.

Adolph and Cheri, standing up, have seen

the approach of Heinrich and they dodge

down below counter. Heinrich upsets a

pan full of cakes, and Alphons rushes in

from his kitchen. He carries a basin full

of flour and a hunk of dough. He hits
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Heinrich with both of them ! Heinrich re-

turns the fire, and foodstuffs go higher,

with horrid war at its worst ! Cut to

Scene 15

Subtitle:

BEHIND THE ENTKENCHMENTS

Underneath the counter, same as 10.

Cheri in Adolph's arms, weeping. The

bombardment is going on above them.

Eolls and pies drop down on them, from

above. Cut back to

Scene 16

Interior of pastry shop. Alphons throws

complete case full of pies at Heinrich, who

retreats. Alphons strikes triumphant at-

titude before the picture of Napoleon, sa-

luting. Adolph and Cheri slowly rise from

counter, and the French father glares at
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the youth. He grabs him and throws him

out bodily. Cut to

Scene 17

Exterior of shop Adolph exiting force-

fully from door. He shakes fist, and exits

E. Cut back to

Scene 18

Interior of pastry shop. Furious Al-

phons takes his weeping daughter by the

ear, and leads her upstairs, through the

rear entrance.

Scene 19

Exterior of Heinrich's shop. Adolph

going into door, with hesitation.

Scene 20

Interior of Cheri's room, same as 4.

Alphons brings his daughter in, scolds her,

tells her to sew, and indicating that he is
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going to lock her in, marches out of the

room.

Scene 21

Interior of Heinrich's store, same as 5.

Adolph finds his father very angry. The

old man boxes his ears, and when he ar-

gues, he grabs him by the collar and

marches him through the door holding him

by the ear.

Scene 22

Subtitle:

AS NAPOLEON WOULD HAVE CAMPAIGNED

Exterior of pastry shop. Alphons stands

there, finger to forehead, planning re-

venge.

Scene 23

Interior of the small attic bedroom.

Heinrich pushes his son before him and

bounces him down on the trunk. He scolds
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him, and Adolph lights a cigarette. -Hein-

rich furiously snatches the " French''

smoke from his mouth, and sticks his own

German pipe into his son's mouth. Then

he goes out, waving a key, to lock the door.

Scene 24

Exterior of delicatessen shop. Alphons

peering through the window. He dashes

inside.

Scene 25

Interior of delicatessen store. Heinrich

emerges from door, startled to behold the

Frenchman. The two rush at each other

and rebound. The battle ensues between

them, as they fight with bowls of pickles,

salad, ad libitum. At last, Heinrich van-

quishes his enemy in a duel with two long

Vienna loaves of bread, but sinks back ex-

hausted in the wreck of his store, as Al-

phons leaves.
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Scene 26

Exterior of delicatessen store. Alphons

staggering out weakly, covered with

"fragments" but his spirit unconquered.

He straightens up and marches away in

military style.

Scene 27

Subtitle:

THE BOY SCOUT TO THE BESCUE

Interior of Adolph's room. He throws

pipe down in disgust. He picks a piece of

sausage and begins to eat it. Looking out

of window, he gets a hopeful inspiration.

He calls. Cut to

Scene 28

Exterior of the house, in rear. Small

boy looks up and hears the call from the

upper window. He goes toward wall of

house, looking up and nodding. Cut to
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Scene 29

Exterior of Adolph 's window. He is

giving boy directions. Then he disap-

pears inside. Cut to

Scene 30

Interior of Adolph 's room. Adolph sits

down on trunk and scribbles note on piece

of paper. He ties this to the sausage with

a long piece of string and turns to window.

Cut to

Scene 31

Exterior of Adolph 's window, same as

29. He is lowering sausage on string.

Cut to

Scene 32

Exterior, rear of house. Boy below gets

sausage, takes bite out of it, and departs

with the note.
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Scene 33

Interior of Adolph's room. Adolph
comes from window, smiling. He looks

about with hesitation, then opens up
trunk. He pulls out some garments and

then finds a gown. He says (Flash on

Screen) :

"MY MOTHER'S WEDDING DRESS!"

He starts to put this on. Cut to

Scene 34

Interior of Cheri's bedroom. She is try-

ing to sew, but weeping too much to do

well. She hears a call outside the window,
and goes to it. Cut to

Scene 35

Exterior, rear of her home. Small boy

waving note. Cut to
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Scene 36

Exterior, looking up. Cheri in window.

She lowers spool of thread. Cut to

Scene 37

Exterior of house. Small boy ties on

note, to thread, which is pulled up. Cut to

Scene 38

Interior of Cheri 's room. She is at win-

dow, pulling in note. She reads it joy-

ously, and it is flashed On Screen:

CHERI

GET OUT OF YOUR HOUSE IN DIS-

GUISE, AND MEET ME AT PARSON

BROWN'S IN TEN MINUTES.

LOVINGLY, ADOLPH.

Back to Scene.

She turns to window and gives boy some

directions. Then she crosses the room to

closet. She espies her father's old uni-
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form and with twinkling eyes brings it out,

peering over the bundle into the mirror

of her dresser. Cut to

Scene 39

Interior of Adolph's room. He is strug-

gling with the corsage of the old peasant

costume. He indicates: "I'm suffering

for you, Cheri," and blows a kiss toward

her direction, then shakes his fist at his

father downstairs. Cut back to

Scene 40

Interior of Cheri's room. She is just

putting on the military coat, already hav-

ing the trousers on. She stands before

mirror, all tears changed to dimples now.

Cut to

Scene 41

Interior of Adolph's room. He is put-

ting on the peasant bonnet, and starting
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toward window. He climbs out, and cut to

Scene 42

Exterior of the window. Adolph clum-

sily gets skirt up, showing trouser legs un-

derneath, as he rolls over ledge and drops.

Quick cut to

Scene 43

Exterior, rear of house, below window.

Adolph falls to the earth with a bump.

He picks himself up, straightens out skirt

and with a look of triumph hurries away.

Exit R.

Scene 44

Exterior of house of Cheri, small boy

propping old ladder up against building.

He calls up to her. Tilt camera to

Scene 45

Exterior of Cheri 's window. She comes

to window, fully dressed in her father's
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suit. She fearsomely climbs out and down

ladder. (Tilt camera down, following her

to base.) Cheri gives small boy a raptur-

ous kiss of appreciation. He is too young
to enjoy it, and angrily wipes it off his

face with a dirty hand, and proceeds to

eat the rest of the sausage as she disap-

pears.

Scene 46

Exterior of Heinrich's store. The old

German comes slowly down steps, wearing

his best clothes, and lights his pipe. Then

he starts forward, L.

Scene 47

Exterior of Alphons' shop. He comes

down, lighting cigarette, and starts for-

ward, E. He runs into Heinrich. They

square off, and then desist. In his excite-

ment Alphons chews up his cigarette, swal-
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lowing it with wry face. Each turns about,

and puts finger to brow. They have a

simultaneous idea (Flash on Screen) :

"l WILL GO TO THE NEW BEER GARDEN AND
AVOID MY ENEMY !"

They march off in opposite directions.

Exeunt.

Scene 48

Subtitle:

UNDER TWO FLAGS

Exterior of parson's house, showing

hedge and porch. Adolph is waiting im-

patiently. He lifts skirt, takes watch out

of trouser pocket, and fumes. Cheri ap-

pears and comes up behind him. They
look at each other, and laugh merrily, then

kiss. They frisk on up the steps of the

parson's house.
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Scene 49

Interior of parson's study. He is asleep,

nodding over a ponderous book on the li-

brary table. He hears the knock and

drowsily goes to door, admitting the young

couple. His spectacles are forgotten on his

forehead, instead of in front of his eyes.

He marries them, and starts to kiss the

bride having been befuddled when the

ring is put on the finger of the supposed

young soldier. Then he feels Adolph 's

growing whiskers, and becomes very angry

when Adolph pulls off his cap, showing his

close-cut hair. They tell him the joke.

Adolph, first on one side, whispering, as

he brings the suggestion of a grin then

Cheri on the other, with a resulting broad

smile, and a merry ha-ha ! They whisper

another question, and he nods, still laugh-

ing. He brings out the screen to middle
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of the stage. Then he leaves, admonishing

them, while Adolph and Cheri happily

begin to disrobe. Camera tilts up, as they

begin to unbutton collars. Cut to

Scene 50

Close up. Interior, showing screen in

middle, and only shoulders and arms of

Adolph and Cheri as they toss garments

over the screen at each other, laughing

happily. Cut back to

Scene 51

Close up. Parson in another room (sim-

ple black or brown flat behind him.) He is

laughing at the joke. Very infectious

laughing is necessary here. Cut to

Scene 52

Exterior of the new beer garden, show-

ing about a dozen tables, with some set for
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dinner, others bare wood. Waiter wiping

off table, as Frenchman Alphons enters,

and sits down. He orders wine, and reads

a paper. While so engaged, Heinrich en-

ters, reading a paper. He stumbles over

chair, behind Alphons, spilling the wine

bottle. Both begin to politely apologize

until they recognize each other. Then they

start to fight, but waiter interferes and

separates them. Heinrich sits at another

table. They read and occasionally glare

at each other with baneful looks. Cut to

Scene 53

Interior of parson's study. The change

of costume is complete, and Adolph re-

moves the screen. They call the parson,

who enters rubbing his hands gleefully.

Adolph hands him a fee and the parson

kisses the real bride gingerly, waving

good-by to them, as they exeunt.
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Scene 54

Exterior of parson's house. Adolph and

Cheri come down steps. He has an idea

(Flash on Screen) :

' 'WE WILL HAVE OUR WEDDING SUPPER IN THE
NEW BEER GARDEN AND AVOID OUR FATHERS !

' '

They start off hopefully.

Scene 55

Exterior, beer garden, same as 52. Two
old men still glaring at each other occa-

sionally. Adolph and Cheri enter, in dis-

tance, and are shown to table close to

camera by the waiter. They are looking

only into each other's eyes and do not ob-

serve their parents, who are equally ig-

norant of the newcomers. Suddenly the

Frenchman turns around and espies the

French uniform. With a proud smile he

goes up, salutes and asks the young soldier

about the war. He is horrified to observe
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the hated face of Adolph. Then Cheri in-

terposes, as he starts to shake Adolph.

She catches her father, and Heinrich,

awakening to the melee, starts to shake her.

They are stopped by the waiter, and then

showing the ring, they beg forgiveness:

Adolph entreats Alphons, Cheri kisses the

fat cheek of her father-in-law, tickling him

under the chin, until at last he beams, and

turns toward Alphons. They look at each

other, and throw their arms about each

other's necks in a European embrace, and

begin to dance. Cut to

Scene 56

Subtitle:

ANOTHER VICTORY FOR GENERAL CUPID

Close up. At large table in beer garden.

All four seated happily, toasting to the

bride and groom. They link arms and
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drink the old German toast. (Flash on

Screen:)

"ZUM BEUDEESCHAFT ! VIVE I/AMOUR!"

Then as they all begin to sing together, dis-

solve out into

Scene 57

Exterior, old beer garden, same setting

and position as in Scene 3. The two old

friends playing chess and drinking to-

gether as before. Newsboy comes in with

more extras, they tremble, and purchase

all his papers. Then gazing into each

other's eyes, they declare their eternal

friendship, and toss the papers high in air

over their heads, as the boy disappears.

They raise their glasses for a toast and

Heinrich says (Flash on Screen) :

"TO HELMIT WAB!"

Fade out, as they clasp hands.

THE END
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(Last page of manuscript)

(This is all typed single space)

"THE JOLLY OLD PATRIOTS"
DIBECTOR'S SHEET

SCENES :

1. Flash of old Frenchman, bowing.
2. Flash of old German, bowing.

3. Old men in beer garden. The quarrel

over papers.

4. Alphons takes military clothes from

Cheri's bedroom.

5. Heinrich in delicatessen shop starting

for duel in uniform.

6. Duel in woodland scene.

7. Exterior Heinrich 's shop. Adolph

leaving to call on Cheri.

8. Exterior of Alphons' shop. Adolph

entering.

9. Interior pastry shop. Father returns

from duel.
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10. Underneath the counter. Adolph.

11. Cheri selling, pastry shop interior.

12. Exterior of Heinrich's shop. He
starts invasion.

13. Exterior of Alphons' shop. Heinrich

enters.

14. Interior pastry shop, fight ; youngsters

dodge under counter.

15. Under counter. Kolls and pies falling

on them.

16. Continuation of fight in pastry shop.

17. Flash of Adolph exiting through shop

door.

18. Alphons in pastry shop, takes Cheri

upstairs.

19. Adolph entering door of father's shop.

20. Cheri being locked in room by father.

21. Adolph led out of store by father.

22. Alphons in his own door planning re-

venge.

23. Adolph locked in attic room by father-
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24. Alphons outside Heinrich's shop.

25. Battle in delicatessen shop.

26. Alphons staggering out of shop.

27. Adolph in room calling boy.

28. Boy on ground outside.

29. Adolph in window, from outside.

30. Adolph writing on trunk.

31. Adolph in window, lowering sausage.

32. Boy down below, getting sausage.

33. Adolph discovers old dress, in trunk.

34. Cheri in bedroom.

35. Small boy waving note at Cheri.

36. Cheri in window, from outside.

37. Boy ties thread to note.

38. Cheri in room, reads note.

38A. Insert of note on screen.

39. Adolph in room, almost dressed.

40. Cheri completes disguise in room.

41. Adolph putting on bonnet.

42. Adolph climbing out of window.

43. Adolph falls to ground. Exits.
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44. Boy propping ladder for Cheri.

45. Cheri exiting from window in cos-

tume.

46. Heinrich leaving store.

47. Alphons leaving shop. Bumps Ger-

man. Exeunt.

48. Cheri and Adolph at parsonage. En-

ter.

49. Interior parson's study. Marriage.

50. Close up. Changing of garments.

51. Parson laughing. Flash.

52. New beer garden. Alphons and Hein-

rich bump.

53. Parson's study, Cheri and Adolph

exeunt.

54. Exterior parsonage. Couple exeunt.

55. Beer garden, couple arrive. Recon-

ciled.

56. Close-up at table. Jolly dinner.

57. Two old men, newsboy, and finale.



IX

A SAMPLE DRAMA SCENARIO

Y ^HE photoplay which follows is an-

other of the author's productions,

and is given for comparison with

the style of the preceding scenario. It will

be observed that in the serious play, the

scenes are longer and not so numerous.

The reason for this is that comedy depends

upon snap and rapidity, while drama must

be borne out by impressive action, time

given for the registering of the emotional

changes of the characters. The reader un-

derstands, from the first example, the ar-

rangement of the manuscript pages. Here

follows a brief presentation of the manu-

script.

135
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"HIS OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER"

Synopsis

Henderson Marbury, a successful broker,

is engaged to Marian Harcourt, a beautiful

society girl. She is snobbish, however, and

ashamed of Marbury 's mother, a sweet old

country lady, who adores her son. The

mother is unable to adapt herself to the

affected "society" manners, and is un-

comfortable in her son's aristocratic home

in New York City.

Henderson, expecting her for a visit, has

arranged a sweet, old-fashioned boudoir

for her : a canary bird, rag carpets, antique

mahogany furniture, flowering plants and

old family pictures and silhouettes on the

wall. This disgusts his fiancee, who slyly

keeps her feelings to herself.

The night before the wedding a dinner
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party is given to the young couple. At

Henderson's insistence his mother accom-

panies him, and despite her old-fashioned

simplicity of dress, he seats her at his

right. A telegram comes for him. It ad-

vises him that a mine on which he has

staked his entire fortune has proved

worthless. He leaves the room, concealing

his feelings from all but his loving old

mother, who realizes that something is

wrong. His fiancee is flirting behind her

fan with a handsome guest, but the mother

follows to comfort her son, to be promptly

ridiculed by the fashionable guests.

The mother finds her son sobbing over

the failure of his work, and she tries to

comfort him, as he vainly endeavors to

figure out some way to stem the tide of

disaster. To his surprise she offers him

the savings, as shown in her little bank

book, which she has made from the funds
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sent to her by him. Back in the -dining-

room his fiancee is restive at his absence,

and picks up the crumpled telegram which

he has dropped on his chair. Beading it,

she realizes that she will have to marry a

poor man, and rushes angrily out to him.

She stormily declares that he has de-

ceived her, and tricked her. The guests

who have followed see her rage and Hen-

derson's humiliation. Before he can ex-

plain she throws her engagement ring at

his feet, and turns haughtily away, laugh-

ing scornfully. Henderson and his mother

leave, without another word. A view of

the dining-room shows the girl flirting

more outrageously than ever, while later

she is seen in her own room sobbing a

struggle between her real affections and

her mercenary spirit. She bitterly tears

up his letters and throws the trinkets of

their courtship into the fire.
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Next morning a newspaper account

shows that the copper mines have proved

good at the final test, after a threatened

failure. The first telegram had been a mis-

take of hastiness. Marian is shown the

paper by her joyous mother, and they weep

together with happiness, donning their

prettiest gowns to make a call of apology.

They find Henderson's mother dressed for

a journey, and they endeavor to flatter her

and cajole her. Henderson comes down-

stairs with his traveling luggage, and at

Marian's apology, simply says: "I'm go-

ing on my real honeymoon now, with the

truest sweetheart in the world my
mother !

' '

Marian and her mother, feeling the re-

pulse, awkwardly leave the house. The

last scene shows the son and mother on an

old country lane, happy in their good for-

tune and love.
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"HIS OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER"

Cast of Characters

Leads:

HENDERSON MARBURY a successful young

broker, age 35.

MARIAN HARCOURT a society girl, his

fiancee, age 22.

MRS. MARBURY a sweet old-fashioned

mother, rustic type, age 60.

MR. HARCOURT Marian's father, pom-

pous and disagreeable, age 55.

MRS. HARCOURT her mother, silly grand-

dame type, age 50.

Extras:

Marbury's assistant manager age 40.

Business type.

Marbury's valet Japanese.

Marbury's maid young girl.

Messenger boy.
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Ten dinner guests men and girls, even-

ing clothes.

Interior Sets

Henderson's office 1 3

Henderson's drawing-room

10_13_15_17_39_
Henderson's mother's bedroom

121418333537
Marian's music room

2572022262832
Marian's dining-room. . .23 25 27 30

Marian's bedroom 19 34 36

Exterior Scenes

Henderson's home . .911163138
Marian's home 682124 29

Henderson's office building 4

Country lane 4041
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"HIS OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER"
/

Working Scenario

Scene 1

Interior Henderson Marbury's broker-

age office. He is worried over papers,

which he is reading at his desk. Assistant

manager enters and shows order for

"OJLing." He says (Flash on Screen) :

"YES, I AM BACKING GALLIA COPPER MINES

WITH MY WHOLE FORTUNE. IN ANOTHER
DAY OR TWO I SHOULD MAKE A MILLION."

Assistant shakes head, dubiously, and ex-

its. Marbury takes up telephone and talks.

Cut to

Scene 2

Interior Marian's home. Small table,

close-up. Marion chats happily with Hen-

derson. Register her engagement ring, as

she holds receiver. Cut back to
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Scene 3

Interior Henderson's office. He hangs

up phone, donning hat and coat and then

exits.

Scene 4

Exterior of the building. Marbury en-

ters waiting automobile and exits.

Scene 5

Interior of Marian's music room. She

is primping a bit before hanging mirror.

Hears auto horn and looks out of window

and sees (cut to)

Scene 6

Exterior of house. Marbury leaves auto,

but tells chauffeur to wait. He goes up

steps and is admitted.
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Scene 7

Interior, music room. Enter Henderson

Marbury, greeted with a kiss by his

fiancee, and her mother is very cordial.

He says (Flash on Screen) :

"l WANT YOUR ADVICE. MY MOTHER IS

COMING TO VISIT ME. SHE IS SWEET AND OLD-

FASHIONED, SO I HAVE HAD ONE ROOM IN MY

HOUSE DECORATED TO PLEASE HER. WILL YOU

COME AND SEE IT?"

Marian and her mother exchange surprised

glances, then grudgingly agree. They put

on wraps and all exeunt.

Scene 8

Exterior of Marian's home. The trio

enter auto and speed away.
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Scene 9

Exterior Marbury 's handsome mansion

on Riverside Drive. They all descend

from auto and enter.

Scene 10

Interior of Marbury mansion, handsome

drawing-room. Maid takes ladies' wraps,

and Marbury leads them out of room to-

ward stairway, to show them his mother's

room.

Scene 11

Exterior of Marbury 's house. His

mother carrying with difficulty a bandbox,

a paper parcel, an umbrella and an old-

fashioned hand bag timidly walks up steps,

after asking chauffeur if it is the right

address.
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Scene 12

Interior of old-fashioned bedroom. Mar-

bury proudly exhibits the canary birds,

rag carpets, antique furniture, high bed,

with crazy quilt, flowers in window, etc.

Marian and her mother are secretly dis-

gusted.

Scene 13

Interior of drawing-room. Maid shows

mother in, very haughtily. Then finding

name of visitor shows sudden gracious-

ness. Mother tells her not to let son know

of her arrival. She says (Flash on

Screen) :

"l CAME AHEAD OF TIME TO SURPRISE MY
BOY"

She sits down, embarrassed at the sur-

roundings and looks pitifully countryish.
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Scene 14

In the bedroom, again. Henderson

points out family pictures, and Marian and

her mother start toward stairs, he follow-

ing them.

Scene 15

Interior of drawing-room. The two la-

dies enter, and glare at the old lady. Hen-

derson rushes at her boyishly, and kisses

her with fervor. Marian and her mother

show their bored feeling, nodding stiffly

when he introduces them. They murmur
an excuse to leave, and he exits with them,

after another enthusiastic kiss of the little

old lady. Cut to

Scene 16

Exterior of Marbury mansion. Hender-

son coming down steps with Marian and

her mother. He puts them into his auto,
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giving chauffeur directions. He dashes up
the steps eagerly and enters.

Scene 17

Interior of drawing-room. Henderson

rushes in and takes his mother's things,

chattering gleefully. She looks about pa-

thetically, and says (Flash on Screen) :

"SONNIE BOY, I AM OUT OF PLACE HEBE. I

AM NOT FASHIONABLE ENOUGH. I HAD
BETTER GO BACK TO THE LITTLE TOWN WHEEE
I BELONG."

He kisses her, with a reproving smile, and

takes her upstairs.

Scene 18

Interior of her bedroom. She enters

and drinks in the beauty of the room, the

sunlight streaming through the windows.

She puts her arms about his neck, telling

him how happy he makes her.
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Scene 19

Interior of Marian's bedroom. She and

her mother talking angrily about the other

mother. It is evident that Mrs. Harcourt

advises her not to let the other displace

her.

Scene 20

Subtitle:

THE NIGHT BEFORE THE WEDDING. HEN-

DERSON HAS INSISTED ON BRINGING HIS OWN

SPECIAL GUEST OF HONOR.

Music room of the Harcourts. Guests

being shown in. Marian's father and

mother receiving them. Marian anxious

at Henderson's delay, looking at her wrist

watch.

Scene 21

Exterior of Marian's home. Hender-

son's auto arrives, and he gallantly helps

his mother out and leads her to doorway.
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Scene 22

Interior, music room. Marian more im-

patient. She beholds Henderson entering

with his mother. She is disgusted, but

tries to conceal it from him while treating

the old lady very coldly. The old mother

is introduced to the other guests, who

nudge each other and are amused at her

old-fashioned appearance. They all go

into the dining-room, Henderson with his

mother on one arm and Marian on the

other.

Scene 23

Interior of dining-room. Guests all

seated at big round table, beautifully dec-

orated with flowers. Henderson's mother

is on his right. Wine is served, but she

does not drink it, taking a sip of water

when the toast is made to the bride and
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groom to be, and patting her son's hand

affectionately.

Scene 24

Exterior of home. Messenger boy runs

upstairs. Delivers telegram in envelope.

Scene 25

Interior, dining-room. Maid brings tele-

gram to Henderson Marbury, who apolo-

gizes and opens it. He reads it hurriedly.

His face twitches, and his mother's eyes

are on him. He crushes the message in

his hand, and drops it on the chair, as he

rises and excuses himself from the room.

He walks out dazed. Marian is drinking

champagne and flirting behind her fan with

a handsome guest at her side, barely no-

ticing his departure. Henderson's mother

sees the message, picks it up from chair,
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and putting on her spectacles
- reads it

slowly.

Scene 26

Interior of music room. Henderson en-

ters slowly, and sinks into chair, staggered

by the telegram's news. His mother fol-

lows in gently, and puts her arm around

his shoulders, patting his head maternally.

He looks up at her, the tears running down

his face. The old lady opens her reticule

and takes out a small bank book which she

hands him. Cut to Screen Flash:

Bank book, showing credit to Mrs. Mary

Marbury, of $2,360.00.

Cut back to scene. Henderson looks at

book, in bewilderment. His mother says

(Flash on Screen) :
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"MY SON, I SAVED THIS FOB YOU. IT WILL

HELP YOU STABT OVEB AGAIN. WE WILL WOBK

He kisses her hand, and she runs her fin-

gers through his hair as he bows his head.

Scene 27

Interior of dining-room. Marian has

missed Henderson, and she looks at his

empty chair. She espies the crumpled tele-

gram and reads it. (Flash In) :

(Telegraph form heading.)

HENDEBSON MABBUBY,
111 BIVEBSIDE DBIVE, NEW YOBK, N. Y.

GALLIA COPPEB MINES A FIZZLE. SOBBY.

WE 'BE BOTH BUINED MEN.

BELL.

Back to scene. Marian springing to feet,

rushes excitedly from the dining-room.

Her guests observe with surprise.
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Scene 28

Interior of music room. Marian rushes

in, and begins to upbraid Henderson, who

springs to his feet. Marian demands if

the telegram is true. He admits it, and

she denounces him. The guests have fol-

lowed and observe the scene. She says

(Flash on Screen) :

"l WILL NEVER BE TRICKED INTO MARRYING

A PAUPER!"

Marian takes engagement ring off her fin-

ger and throws it at his feet. Henderson

looks at her with strained expression, turn-

ing slowly to his mother. Then he slowly

stoops, picks up the ring and slips it on

his mother's trembling finger. They turn

and leave without a word, while Marian

breaks into hysterical laughter, assisted to

a seat by her father.
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Scene 29

Exterior of the mansion. Henderson

and his mother come slowly down the

steps. Henderson looks for his auto, but

it is not in sight. Slowly they walk away,

his mother leaning lovingly on his arm,

her eyes gazing on his downcast face.

Scene 30

Interior of the dining-room. Marian in

her chair again. She raises a champagne

glass in some sarcastic toast, while the

others cheer and applaud, showing a little

"influence." They drink more and more,

becoming noisier.

Scene 31

Exterior of Henderson's mansion. He
escorts mother slowly up steps.
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Scene 32

Interior of Marian's music room. One

chap is playing the piano, while the others

are turkey-trotting, etc. Marian with the

handsome guest, who flirted with her at

table, are dancing. As they come near

camera, he steals a kiss. She laughs.

Scene 33

Interior of Mother Marbury's bedroom.

Henderson is kissing her good-night. She

pats his head and tells him not to worry.

She sits down and reads her old Bible,

wiping the tears from her glasses. Dis-

solve into

Scene 34

Interior of Marian's bedroom. She is

half dressed sitting before dresser. She

has a drawer opened, and is rummaging

through old love letters which she is tear-
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ing up showing a struggle between emo-

tion and hardness. After some hesitation

she tears up Henderson's photograph, and

then buries her face in her hand and weeps.

Dissolve into

Scene 35

Close-up of Mrs. Marbury, in her night-

dress, kneeling by bed, praying for her

son. Dissolve into following subtitle.

Scene 36

Subtitle:

OVERNIGHT

Interior of Marian's bedroom. Maid is

serving her with coffee, awakening her.

Her mother rushes in joyfully, showing her

the headlines of a newspaper article

(Flash on Screen) :
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(Newspaper heading)

MARBURY A MILLIONAIRE OVERNIGHT

Young Mining Operator's Gallia Copper
Proves Bonanza, Despite Earlier

Eeports

etc., etc., etc., etc.

Marian springs out of bed and hugs her

mother with joy. They are very elated

and kiss rapturously.

Scene 37

Interior of Mrs. Marbury's room. Hen-

derson rushes in with several telegrams in

hand, also newspapers, which he shows

her with delight. She kisses him tenderly,

and he confides a plan. He calls in the

maid and his valet, tells them to begin

packing at once. He rushes from his

mother's room.
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Scene 38

Exterior of Marbury mansion. Marian

and her much-dressed-up mother go up the

steps and are admitted by a maid.

Scene 39

Interior of Marbury
J
s drawing-room.

Marian and mother enter. Mrs. Marbury

enters, dressed for traveling. She greets,

with dignity, their fussing and attempts

to kiss her. Marbury and his valet enter,

carrying several grips, etc. The valet

leaves at his direction. He looks at them

in surprise. Marian, indicating it (with-

out need for a subtitle), asks his forgive-

ness. He looks at her without emotion and

says (Flash on Screen) :

"MY MOTHER AND I CANNOT ACCEPT YOUR

INVITATION, FOR WE ARE GOING BACK TO THE

COUNTRY. I'M GOING ON A REAL HONEYMOON,
WITH THE DEAREST SWEETHEART IN THE
WORLD."
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He puts his arm about his mother's waist

and looks into her eyes. Marian's glance

drops, and she and her own mother quietly

walk out of the room. Dissolve into

Scene 40

Exterior, old country lane. Henderson

and his mother driving in an old-fashioned

carriage. He points here and there, as he

recognizes a familiar landmark. As they

draw up before a pretty old-fashioned

house, he helps her to dismount. Dissolve

into

Scene 41

Close-up. Henderson at gate kissing the

old lady's happy face.

Fade out

THE END

The director's sheet having been shown

with the foregoing comedy, it is not neces-
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sary to add the one for this scenario. It

will be noticed that the important action

takes place in the elaborate scenes. The

heart interest is based on mother love, and

the satire directed at ostentation and "
so-

ciety" disregard for the simplicity of

sweetness. The cast is comparatively

small the dinner guests, maid, and the

father of the girl being used only one day's

time in the production of the play. The

theme and costumes are all modern and

permit the photography of pretty gowns
and beautiful scenery: yet the problem is

as old as motherhood, and rings true to an

audience. There are no murders, crimes

of other sorts, and yet, with due modesty,

the author believes that the theme is grip-

ping and satisfactory. The world about us

is filled with thousands of such opportuni-

ties for the observant photoplaywright.
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A^TEB
several years' experience in

the motion picture field, the author

may perhaps be pardoned for offer-

ing some strictly personal additions to this

little volume which may be of value to the

free-lance writer. It is, in many ways, a

discouraging field of work, to the beginner.

So many wretched productions are ob-

served in the nightly programmes of the

theatres : so many undoubtedly good scena-

rios go begging ! Yet it should be remem-

bered that the winning of recognition has

always been the most difficult ordeal in any

art.

The cinematographic industry has been

162
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one of mushroom growth. At its incep-

tion, regarded as a mere mechanical and

optical novelty, the only men who went into

the work from a business standpoint were

opticians on the one hand and cheap pur-

veyors of the lowest grades of amusement

on the other.

Many of these men are in control of the

large companies today. The opticians

have succeeded beyond the dreams of

avarice. The cheap element of "show-

men" have made, lost and remade for-

tunes, because while possessing the circus

instinct, they lack the brains and analytical

ability to know what succeeds permanently

and why!
The worst element in the motion picture

business today is the exhibitor in the larger

and middle-sized city. These men are for

the most part aliens, naturalized citizens

or Americans whose first question before
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"booking" an attraction, is "What -is de

flash?" which translated, means "Show
me the lithograph of the thrills!" It is

for such exhibitors (and they are still in

a large majority) that the vulgar and

sensational pictures are produced: not for

their audiences!

The photoplay form of amusement has

come to stay. It is cheap, variegated, and

even now fifty per cent of the productions

represent more expense, artistry and edu-

cational value than may be obtained from

the "road companies" which carry the the-

atrical offerings of the big managers to the

moderate-sized cities and towns. Indeed,

the recent failure of so many important

plays of the "legitimate" stage in New

York, Chicago and way-stations of impor-

tance may be traced to the increasing

critical judgment of patrons, educated by

good motion pictures, who refuse to pay
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opera prices for performances which do

not equal vaudeville in excellence. The

photoplay has brought forth a latent love

for the romantic and beautiful in Amer-

ican audiences, benefiting more than

eight million daily patrons, which makes

for breadth of the provincial vision, and

a deeper understanding of national and

cosmopolitan life.

It is by bearing in mind this deeper sig-

nificance of the great American dramatic

movement that the independent play-

wright may make the most of his oppor-

tunities. The greater number of people

actively in the motion picture business are

in a rut, over the sides of which it is barely

possible for them to see the conditions of

real life, outside the realms of the the-

atrical.

It is a common saying in the industry

that no man can stand the strain of turn-
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ing out scenarios, week in and week out,

for more than a year or two. This applies

well to those men who have drifted into

the business, for it is a business rather

than an art to them, without a basic

preparation of culture and education along

literary lines. Until recent times the

scenarios were written for the most part

by unsuccessful (as such) newspaper men,

directors whose experience had been ac-

quired as actors and managers of second-

rate road companies, and friends or rela-

tives of the owners of the companies. No

scruples were felt in the purloining of

plots and themes from novels, stories, old

and new plays, and, in an unfortunately

large number of cases, from manuscripts

submitted in good faith by earnest literary

workers. A fine-tooth comb has been used

on the dramatic possibilities of our times :

publishers have sold every possible book
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and story to one or another of the com-

panies for picturization.

Plays, which were only moderately suc-

cessful when clothed in their full habili-

ments of dialogue; books, successful be-

cause of the authors' style and reputation

all these have stupidly been dragged be-

fore the screen, with attempted picturiza-

tion. In the experience of the author, one

well-known racing play, one of the earliest

of the large features, was produced under

the direction of a leading American play-

wright. The play, for which an enormous

sum was paid to its author, afforded only

two reels of motion picture material: the

writer of this book was engaged to sce-

narioize it, and by adding extraneous inci-

dents stretched out the story an additional

three reels : in other words, the major por-

tion of this celebrated feature production

was "
padded" by a scenario writer who
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eventually resorted to the procedure of the

law to obtain payment for his work. This

is only cited as an instance of the extremes

to which the producing companies have

been driven for material.

They are finally beginning to realize that

their problem has a simple solution: the

encouragement of the independent writer,

who understands technique and applies it,

with variation and artistry, to every

scenario. It is impossible to reproduce a

book or a stage play upon the screen, with-

out losing the strength of the original, or

introducing extraneous material. The

plays which are adapted to the peculiar

limitations, and equally peculiar advan-

tages of motion pictures must be especially

written for picture production.

Accordingly, while moderately good

prices are paid at the present time for

scripts, the time is not far off when re-
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numeration will be trebled, when royalties

will be paid, instead of lump sums. This

method has succeeded on the stage, and

as the screen has usurped the place of the

stage in a field infinitely greater than ever

reached by the theatrical productions, it is

certain to be applied with equally benef-

icent results.

Here, then, is a goal of reward worthy
the steel of all literary workers. Not only

is the photoplay a fascinating medium with

which to create and leave permanent rec-

ords of a high art: every good photoplay

is the groundwork for a short, story, novel

or theatrical production, and should be

used to double advantage by the keen

writer.

Scenario writing should be carried out

on a basis of business efficiency. The play-

wright should tabulate his "
wares," his

4

'customers," economizing on every hour
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of time, on every ounce of energy. He
should not be content with one photoplay

a month he should write and send out

three or four weekly. It is better to write

another script than to rehash an old one

more than once. If a story has run the

gamut of market opportunities, it should

be re-titled, recopied, perhaps, if the manu-

script shows wear and tear and be started

on its little swing around the circle once

more. Persistence sells goods in the busy

marts of trades: the best merchant is he

who never takes a final "no" to heart. So,

when a scenario editor of a company re-

ceives one, three, ten, thirty scenarios from

one writer, he begins to recognize the per-

sonality, and to give heed to the expression

of that personality.

The independent writer is enabled to see

the photoplays of all the companies the

staff writer or director is apt to see little
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more than the productions of his own com-

pany. Here is one advantage in oppor-

tunity for comparative study. The inde-

pendent writer can read more, see more

staged plays, and mingle more with the

people who are interested, as laymen, in

the picture productions. The professional

never forgets his position, seldom ever un-

derstands the attitude of the outsider: he

lacks perspective, being too close to the

work of staging and the commercial side

of the business.

And in the long run, that commercial

side is changing, because of the steady

growth of public sentiment for this type

or against that variety of photoplay. The

free lance is free of the politics of the

studios, and while his outlet for work may
not seem so comfortably certain as that of

the contract writer, it may be observed

that " Editors come and editors go, but the
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game goes on forever." The man who re-

fuses a good scenario this week may be

looking for a friend from whom to borrow

the price of a return ticket to Chicago next

week, to live again with the old folks ! All

the more reason then for an encore with

that carefully prepared script, when it has

gone its rounds without hospitality.

The free-lance writer, presumably as-

sured of his daily bread and pudding by
other means of support, may give to this

avocation a freedom of thought, an affec-

tionate interest and a profound study of

why-and-how, which will make it a splen-

did vocation in the future time, not far

off, when the original, virile made-to-order

photoplay will be adequately rewarded in

money value. A good scenario for a single

reel should bring to its author not less than

$35, even at the present market value of

completed productions.
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By shrewd and forceful campaigning

"against" the companies worth while,

eliminating from the list those organiza-

tions which show discourtesy and parsi-

mony; by working during every waking

hour, in the memorizing of valuable details

seen and heard in the life about him; by
conscious effort to make every scenario

more unique, human, strong in structure

message and effect, the free-lance writer

should create for himself a distinguished

professional standing within one year of

the beginning of his work.

Here is the opportunity who will mine

the gold?



XI

CONCLUSION

ATRULY constructive handbook

should be essentially a collection of

rules of how to do, what to do the

what not to do seems to be entirely nega-

tive. Yet scenario writing leaves so much

to the individual initiative of the author

(indeed, that independence and unre-

stricted opportunity for expression makes

this the great field for the free-lance

writer,) that it is extremely necessary to

have a definite knowledge of those things

which are "against the rules 1" The

judgment of the editor and the director,

of the exhibitor and the public in

the theatres, is all one of acutely critical

174
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fault-finding on every possible occasion.

The producing companies are the recipi-

ents of thousands of manuscripts each

week : those scripts which contain the least

defections from the established conven-

tions of scenario technique give an immedi-

ate impression of professional skill con-

sequently, the free-lance writer will do well

to memorize the following suggestions.

In the course of time, he may add twoscore

better ones to the list, as he broadens in

experience ; for, it is only when we evolve

our own technique, making it a composite

of all we have studied, created and learned

by actual work, that we become masters

of our art.

DON'T write personal letters to the

editor, explaining that you are telling the

sad story of your life. His own life is sad :

what he wants is a play, not an autobiog-

raphy.
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DON'T address your manuscripts to any
editor by name, for he may lose his posi-

tion before your script arrives, causing de-

lay or a probable loss of the manuscript.

Word the envelope simply: "SCENARIO

EDITOR, such and such company,
" with

the address.

DON'T forget to put your own name and

address on the outside and the enclosed en-

velope, as well as on the first, second and

third pages of the manuscript.

DON 'T forget to prepay the postage fully

have each envelope weighed with care.

Economy in stamping has given many an

editor a grouch which spoiled a sale !

DON'T write out a crude idea or even a

good idea, expecting it to be purchased.

The theme and its action are essential to

the sale of your scenario, but the plot is

only one-tenth of the work: the complete

scenario is all that interests the editor
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and the director, for the world is full of

ideas undeveloped in technical form.

DON'T roll your manuscript, or decorate

it with pink ribbons. The only beauty

which interests the Editor is in the art of

the typewritten play, the art of its dra-

matic appeal.

DON'T get peeved before three weeks.

Then wait another week, whereupon you

may be justified in a little refined cussing.

After this wait another week, improving

your time throughout the delay by writing

two scenarios every seven days, for im-

mediate mailing. At the emd of six weeks

write for your manuscript's return, with-

out getting sarcastic, because in this way

you may elect yourself to a blacklist with

a future customer.

DON'T bother with "pikers" campaign

persistently, cleverly and without discour-

agement against the large companies who
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spend so much money advertising that they

must make good!

DON'T believe your admiring relatives

who think that your scenarios are better

than anything ever yet produced. Pity

them in secret, and try to make them proud
of you by keeping at the work, until you

justify their blind loyalty.

DON'T model your scenarios after the

themes of the others you have seen pro-

duced. Emulate Leif Ericsson: he "saw

America first," imitated nobody else, had

the courage of his convictions, and carved

his own niche in the Hall of Fame because

he was neither a copyist nor a follower of

other men's trails.

There were, according to the last U. S.

Census, 9,795,230,492 original combina-

tions of dramatic situations still over-

looked by motion picture producers. Gen-

tlemen take your choice !
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DON'T insert murder, pillage, and other

thrills into a photoplay just to give it the

antiquated
"
punch." At the beginning of

your creation utilize a theme which is

worth while, which naturally advances by

good situations, instead of depending upon

interpolations which are not necessary to

the plot. A good story at the beginning

needs no additional hypodermic injections

to put life into it : a hypodermic is invari-

ably associated with "dope" and "dope"
is not healthy !

DON'T depend upon "teachers/' "script

agents" or "photoplay colleges." It is

not their work, but your work which sells.

One good sarcastic criticism should apply

not only to one, but all of your scripts.

You can criticise your own story pretty

well, if you really try to find fault. A
script agent cannot reach the producers

in any way but your own, the mail, why
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give him a percentage of what you can col-

lect as well?

DON 'T rewrite a script after two or three

rejections. Spend the same energy on a

new one and if you feel any hope for the

other send it on its travels with persist-

ence.

DON'T use the stationery of your em-

ployer or of a business concern stick to

the personal equation.

DON ?T approve your own script unless it

is PROBABLE, PLAUSIBLE, REASONABLY ECO-

NOMICAL, CONFORMING WITH CENSORSHIP

RULES, AND IN ONE OR A HUNDRED DETAILS

UNIQUE FROM EVERY OTHER PHOTOPLAY YOU

EVER SAW!

DON 'T depend upon coincidence, whereby

the plot ends up happily or tragically be-

cause of some unexpected accident or

diversion. Make your characters earn

their reward or punishment!
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DON'T ridicule religion, politics, race or

neighborhood the success of film plays is

due to their universality of appeal and

freedom from offensive criticism.

DON'T forget that sentiment is the

fundamental of romance and romance has

a broader appeal to men and women than

anything else in the world. Put heart in-

terest into every story, comedy or drama.

DON'T complain if a company pays you
for a single-reel scenario, and then brings

it out as a two- or three-reel. It is their

privilege, their usual custom, and a com-

pliment to your work, which means that

they will want more good bargains from

you.

DON'T tell the secret of your story in the

title hint at it, make even the editor in-

terested because of its suggestion and con-

cealment.

To sum up the general requirements of
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saleable scenarios, we may say that a sim-

ple story, well introduced, smooth and

varied in action and ending with dramatic

satisfaction, is bound to succeed. Get away
from the stereotyped old yarn, and get into

real life, where new situations, fresh char-

acters and eternally vital themes may be

obtained, transformed and sent out as com-

plete dramatic creations.

Neat manuscripts, scrupulous attention

to the sales details and business courtesy

with the buying companies are bound to

result in good
" trade conditions." The

editors are your customers they are fa-

voring you. You should give their delays

the benefit of the doubt, for mails are occa-

sionally erratic.

Systematic work, with note-book, and

steady output of completed manuscripts

will build up a surprising amount of val-

uable " stock on hand," within a few
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months. And the market is always im-

proving!

The following list is correct to date, but

you should follow the trade journals, and

make your own corrections and additions.

PURCHASING AND PRODUCING
FILM COMPANIES

VITAGRAPH COMPANY,
Locust and 15th Street, Brooklyn,

N. Y. City.

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC., STUDIO,

2826 Decatur Ave., Bedford Park,

N. Y. City.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY,
126 West 46th Street, N. Y. City.

BIOGBAPH COMPANY,

807 East 175th Street, N. Y. City.
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KALEM FILM COMPANY,
237 West 23rd Street, N. Y. City.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,

Ashland Block, Chicago, 111.

THANHOUSER FILM COMPANY,
New Eochelle, N. Y.

PATHE FRERES COMPANY,
5 Congress Street, Jersey City,

N. J.

N. Y. MOTION PICTURE COMPANY,

Longacre Bldg., N. Y. City.

KlNEMACOLOR COMPANY OF AMERICA,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

COLONIAL MOTION PICTURE CORP.,

18 East 41st Street, N. Y. City.

KEYSTONE FILM COMPANY,

Longacre Bldg., N. Y. City.

SOLAX FILM COMPANY,

Lemoine Avenue, Fort Lee, N. J.

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY,

20 East Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
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ESSANAY FILM COMPANY,

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, 111.

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION,

71 West 23rd Street, N. Y. City.

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION,

4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los An-

geles, Cal.

EAMO FILM COMPANY,

Columbia Theatre Bldg., N. Y.

City.

LUBIN FILM COMPANY,

Lubinville, Philadelphia, Pa.

NATIONAL FILM CORP.,

301 Ferguson Bldg., Los Angeles,

Cal.

ALL COMEDY FILM Co.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

UNITED FILM SERVICE,

126 West 46th Street, N. Y. City.

SANTA BARBARA M. P. Co.,

Santa Barbara, Cal.
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NAVAJO FILM MFG. Co.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

NOTE. The Editors of the Mutual Film

Corporation read scripts for all the follow-

ing brands: "Majestic," "Komic," "Reli-

ance," "Falstaff," "Domino"; the Ed-

itors of the Universal Film Mfg. Company
read scripts for "Big TT," "Bison," "Gold

Seal," "Imp," "Joker," "Laemmle,"

"L-Ko," "Nestor," "Powers," "Rex,"

"Sterling,""Victor."

THE END
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